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In this edition, I report on a presentation that was 
given by Amazon at a British Home Enhancement Trade 
Association (BHETA) forum I attended at the end of April 
in Coventry. We are forging much stronger ties with UK 
equivalent organisations, including the Builders Merchant 
Federation, which will strengthen relationships and promote 
information sharing. Admittedly, I was wowed by what 
Amazon has done and what they aspire to do, all in the 
name of giving back ‘share of mind’, it struck me in part that 
they were also trying to control your mind too, certainly 
when it comes to taking over the management of the 
household and doing your shopping. Read about it on page 
20. Amazon must have been a factor in the current retail 
crisis in the US where approximately 2,880 store closures 
have, so far, been announced this year, more than double 
the 1,153 closures announced in the same period the year 
before. Brokerage firm Credit Suisse said, in a research report 
released in April, that it’s possible more than 8,600 brick-and-
mortar stores will close their doors in 2017 in the US.
Back home, with Easter falling during March in 2016 and 
April in 2017, the maintenance or growth in sales in Q1 for 
retailers and merchants was always going to be a challenge. 
However, the end-result was encouraging with an early start 
to the crucial gardening season. Data from our business index 
reported that member retail sales in quarter one increased by 
10% compared to the same period last year, and March 2016 
was particularly buoyant. Read the breakdown of the data in 
our infographic on page 6. 
We have the results of the recent wage surveys on both the 
retailer/merchant side and supplier side that HAI members 
completed online in May, view them on page 24. These act as 
a handy guide when recruiting new staff or considering wage 
increases this year. 
Congratulations to Ganly’s Athlone who took the Overall Builders 
Merchant of the Year at the Octabuild Awards in May at the 
Guinness Storehouse, and to all the winners on the night. 
Awards Judge, James Burke, noted that this was the highest 

number of entries for the Awards 
since before the recession and that 
the standard of entry had significantly 
improved. A Lifetime Achievement Award 
was also made on the night to William Telford of 
Telfords Portlaoise. Read about all the winners on 
page 21.
We wound up our classroom training in May (for this 
half of the year) and we were delighted that over 100 staff 
members from around the country visited the HAI office to 
take part in training and development on skills ranging from 
social media marketing to performance managing the sales 
team and credit control. Classroom training will return in the 
autumn with more courses cherry-picked for the industry. 
During the summer months, we turn our attention to promoting 
our online suite of training, check out 
www.thehardware-educationhub.ie for a host of IT and 
desktop skills, new employee induction e-learning modules and 
much more.
Our AGM took place in May and it was followed by a seminar 
presented by PwC on the particular challenges facing 
our industry in the aftermath of the UK’s Brexit vote. The 
presentation was followed by a panel discussion with HAI 
members including special guest, John Lynch, General Manager 
of Rosslare Port. In spite of all the advice and information 
provided thus far on Brexit, we were delighted to have such a 
positive turnout for the seminar and the opportunity to network 
that followed it. We always aim to provide you with sector-
specific advice and guidance and rely on engagement with 
members to seek out how we can add value to your business.

Annemarie Harte, Chief Executive Officer – HAI
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HAI member revenue 
up in Q1, 2017
The first quarter business index results show member 
revenue increased by 10% on the same period for 2016, 
with a surge in sales in March. The sector Q1 year-on-year 
rise peaks in urban areas.
The month-on-month comparisons for Q1 2017 show a moving 
average growth of 9%. Month-on-month growth in sector 
revenue was strongest in January and March. The monthly 
moving average for Q1 again peaks among urban members.
The 2016 index showed a sharp decline in revenue in 
December and, during this survey, members were asked their 
opinion as to why that was: 61% of members strongly agreed 
that store revenue typically declines in December each year; 
and 48% of members strongly agreed that the sector should 
promote itself more in December.
The summary review of 2016 indicates:
• Both Q1 and Q2 2016 showed 13% growth on 2015.
• The sector as a whole recorded a 10% increase year-

on-year in 2016.
• The month-on-month increase in sector revenue was 

especially consistent in Q1 + Q2 2016.

How to get involved
The more retailers and merchants involved in contributing 
to the index, the more robust the data. All raw data is kept 
confidential and never revealed to HAI. If you agree to participate 
in the monthly business index, you will receive an email from 
Behaviours and Attitudes, our research partner, once a quarter 
(usually at the start of the second week), asking for several 
pieces of information that will form the benchmark survey:
• number of employees;
• location of business;
• what type of area your business operates in, 

i.e. to get an urban/rural split;
• annual sales turnover (less VAT) for your 

business for 2016 broken down by month; and,
• sales turnover per month for 2017.
Once this benchmark is complete you will only be asked for 
one piece of information each quarter thereafter, i.e., sales 
turnover per month for the quarter. 
Please contact Jim on 01 298 0968 for more information 
and to participate.

What our members say
Padraic Rogers, Owner Topline Rogers, Ballymote, Co. Sligo

“We, at Topline Rogers, are finding Hardware Association 
Ireland’s business index a great help to our business. It helps 
us plan and project where our business is going. It’s very 
timely for our industry, pity it didn’t happen years ago!”

Stephen Blewitt, General Manager Agribusiness, Aurivo

“The monthly benchmarks help us decipher the areas where 
we are over or underperforming versus the industry. The fact 
that it is completely anonymous gives us the confidence to be 
totally open with the figures we provide.”

Source: B&A 2015. Data collection from 149 HAI Member branches
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SURGE IN HOME 
IMPROVEMENT 
LOAN 
APPLICATIONS
Bank of Ireland said it has seen a 
38% rise in consumers seeking 
to borrow to do work on their 
properties.
However, the average loan size 
has not changed in the first three 
months of this year compared 
with last year, and is still €12,000. 
Home owners, over the age 
of 35, account for most of the 
applications, the bank said.
Most seeking to borrow to 
renovate their homes are 
between the ages of 35 and 44. 
More than one in four applicants 
were looking to borrow between 
€10,000 and €20,000.
A similar proportion requested 
amounts greater than €20,000. 
The bank’s update comes 
after figures provided by 
Onlinetradesmen.ie, the 
source website for qualified 
trade professionals, said 
it saw a 22% increase in 
home-improvement projects 
submitted by consumers in the 
first three months of this year.

(Irish Independent)

1.3 MILLION OF US 
LOVE TO GARDEN
According to new research from Bord Bia, Ireland’s next generation 
gardeners will be younger, more eco-aware, GYO (grow your own) 
advocates, with a desire for easily-maintained, compact gardens. 
With 63% of the Irish population living in urban areas, and a growing 
number with ‘limited or no’ space to grow, gardening within a limited 
space will become evermore important. This trend is particularly prevalent 
in Dublin where 25% of inhabitants have no garden (source: CSO).
The Bord Bia ‘Gardening in Ireland’ study, carried out by Red C on behalf 
of Bord Bia, also revealed that over 1.3 million Irish people, from almost 
1 million households, now garden on a regular basis. Ireland’s gardening 
enthusiasts, those who love to garden on a regular basis, are mainly 
female (69%), and four in 10 are over the age of 55.

BUNNINGS APPOINTS DAVID HAYDON 
Bunnings UK and Ireland recently announced the appointment of David Haydon as trading and commercial manager 
for Homebase.
David will join the business in late June, with responsibility for running the Homebase business. David, whose 
experience includes senior roles at both B&Q and Wickes will join the Bunnings UK and Ireland leadership team, 
reporting to managing director, PJ Davis. He will also sit on the company’s steering committee.
David has over 25 years’ experience working with retailers in the UK and Australia. He joins from Officeworks (part of 
the Wesfarmers Group), where he has worked for over four years as a member of the leadership team. 
PJ Davis said: “It has been an exciting start to 2017 as we continue to deliver phase one of our strategy. We have 
successfully opened two Bunnings Warehouse pilot stores in St Albans with Hemel Hempstead and Milton Keynes 
due to open over the next couple of months, followed by Folkestone in July.
“Feedback from customers and the community has been very positive, and now we are focused on developing the 
programme, which will see at least 10 stores open by the end of the year.”
(Insight & Bunnings UK and Ireland)

Some 75% of all adults surveyed believe that gardening is good for your mental health.
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WHITERIVER 
APPOINTS NEW 
PRODUCT MANAGER
Whiteriver Group (WRG) Ltd has 
announced the appointment of 
Peter Ryan as Product Manager. 
Peter will manage the areas of 
Purchasing and Marketing and 
brings over 20 years’ experience 
as a Category Manager 
with Woodies to the team. 
Commenting on the appointment, 
Whiteriver Purchasing and 
Operations Director Bernard 
Wogan said: “Peter will bring a 
new dynamic to our company and 
will support the growth strategy 
of our overall business.”

PeterRyan
product manager

WHITERIVER GROUP WRG LTD  are pleased to announce the appointment of Peter Ryan as 
Product Manager. Peter will manage the areas of Purchasing and Marketing and brings over 
20 years’ experience as a Category Manager with Woodies to the team. Commenting on the 
appointment, Whiteriver Purchasing and Operations Director Bernard Wogan said: “Peter 
will bring a new dynamic to our company which will support myself and Iain with the growth 
strategy of our overall business”.

f loors for  l i v ing

www.wrg.ie

News & Products

OLYMPIC FIXINGS NAILS £6 MILLON INVESTMENT 
Olympic Fixings Group, which supplies hardware products to the merchant 
trade throughout Ireland and the UK, is set for growth after a £6 million 
combined investment from PHD Equity Partners and Secure Trust Bank.
Olympic Fixings supplies fixings, fasteners and DIY products to over 4,000 
customers including electrical, building and plumbing wholesalers. The 
group offers a range of over 3,300 products, many under its own brand 
label. Founded in 1989 by Chartered Accountant Cliff Yates, it now employs 
over 60 people in Bangor, Northern Ireland, and in Altham, Lancashire, and 
has a turnover of just under £10m.
PHD Equity Partners will be working with management to grow the 
business both organically and through acquisitions. Olympic Fixings says 
that the funding will allow it to enhance its e-commerce offering and 
further support and develop its client base in Europe. While Cliff Yates, who 
is Managing Director, and George Brookes, Finance Director, will stay with 
the company, it also plans a number of key appointments to add to the 
management team to facilitate their eventual retirement.

Olympic Fixings Group supplies hardware products to the 
merchant trade throughout Ireland and the UK.
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DUBLIN NAMED IN TOP 10 MOST EXPENSIVE CITIES TO BUILD

BRETT MARTIN OFFERS 
NEW INSPECTION AND 
ACCESS CHAMBER 
ASSEMBLIES
Brett Martin Plumbing and Drainage says it is 
now offering a new range of high-performance 
inspection and access chamber assemblies, 
which are designed to meet the requirements 
of the Irish Building Regulations while offering 
merchants and their customers a robust, cost-
effective and superior drainage solution.
According to Brett Martin, the new range of 
inspection and access chamber assemblies, 
carrying the BSI Kitemark KM 635998, are tested 
to EN13598-1 and satisfy the requirements of 
the Irish Building Regulations part H1, table 11. 
With enhanced sealing capacity using captive 
seals to prevent dislodgement and five inlets 
offering built-in falls to prevent blockages, 
Brett Martin’s Access chamber assemblies are 
available in 315mm and 450mm diameters. Both 
offer superior structural strength, enhanced 
loading capability for long-term serviceability and 
improved heavy-duty risers. 
“This combination of strength, loading 
capabilities and exceptional sealing means that 
our high-performance chamber assemblies 
offer a wide range of benefits to the 
installer and meet all of the latest regulatory 
requirements,” said Joe Doyle, Brett Martin 
Divisional Director.

BUILDING TRUST ONLINE
When  it comes to shopping, browsing and buying 
online, consumer trust is vitally important, according 
to Ireland’s domain registry, i.e., which recently 
surveyed 1,000 Irish people about online trust. See 
some of the key survey findings on the right.

Dublin has been named in the top 10 of the world’s 
most expensive cities to build - with a steep rise in costs 
set to hit builders’ margins, a new report has found.
Margins in the capital are 5%, close to the global 
average but less than big markets like London and New 
York, while costs here are rising sharply.
Construction costs in Dublin are set to rise 8% in 2017 
– far faster than the 3.5% global increase forecast in the 
latest International Construction Market Survey.
Professional services company Turner & Townsend’s 

annual report, analyses input costs like labour and 
materials and records average construction costs 
per square metre for commercial and residential 
development in 43 markets across the world.
According to the latest survey, Dublin is now the 
eighth most expensive city in the world to build in, with 
construction costs per square metre of $2,606 (€2,374). 
New York is the most expensive with an average cost 
of $3,807 per square metre followed by San Francisco 
($3,549 per square metre). (Irish Independent)
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BUZZ OFF – B&Q 
SAYS NO TO 
NEONICOTINOIDS 
Bees are extremely important for pollination, which 
helps many plants reproduce. However, some 
pesticides affect these insects. B&Q has banned its 
suppliers from using any of the nine neonicotinoid 
pesticides in growing its flowering plant range available 
from next February in all its UK and Irish stores.
The retailer says it is the first to commit to ensuring 
none of the pesticides is used in the cultivation of 
flowering plants. Dr Úna Fitzpatrick, an ecologist at the 
National Biodiversity Data Centre, said she welcomed 
the news. Dr Fitzpatrick said she believes it is an 
important departure in the gardening retail sector. “It’s 
relatively trailblazing. Often, there is no choice to buy 
seed that hasn’t been pre-treated [with a pesticide]. 
It can be difficult for farmers and gardeners to buy 
untreated seed,” she said.
Dr Fitzpatrick said some pesticides interfere with the 
reproductive cycles and neural pathways of bees.  
(Irish Examiner)

DACHSER ACQUIRES 
MAJORITY STAKE IN 
JOHNSTON LOGISTICS
Global logistics firm, Dachser, has acquired an 80% stake 
in leading logistics provider, Johnston Logistics, with 
immediate effect.
Founded in 1979 by brothers Albert and Ivan Johnston, 
Johnston Logistics is a significant force in the Irish 
logistics industry, specialising in the warehousing and 
transport of hazardous products.
The company generated revenue of €24 million in 2016 
and has a staff of 150 working from its head office in 
Rathcoole, Dublin with regional depots in Cork and 
Limerick. The company is also supported by over 100 
external drivers.
Headquartered in Germany, with operations in Europe, 
North and South America, Africa and Middle East and 
Asia Pacific, Dachser boasts one of the most efficient 
logistics networks in the world. Its revenue for 2016 was 
€5.71 billion and it has 27,450 employees.
Johnston Logistics will continue to be headed by Albert 
Johnston and the current management team. In the 
coming months, it will be rebranded as Dachser and 
integrated within the group.
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HAI AGM
HAI’s AGM took place in Citywest on Thursday, 25th May, and 
was followed by a Brexit seminar presented by Owen McFeely, 
Senior Manager in Consulting at PwC with a panel discussion 
including guest panellist John Lynch, General Manager of 
Rosslare Port; Maxi McCreary from Topline McCrearys; Patrick 
Doyle from Halo Tiles & Bathrooms; Michael O’Donohoe from 
Wavin and Mike Glennon from Glennon Brothers. 
With so many unknowns and general speculation, it was 
interesting to hear how members would be impacted, the 
measures they were taking to ensure their voices were heard 
and how they were prepared to adapt. Please contact HAI on 01 
298 0969 or email info@hardwareassociation.ie, if you would 
like a copy of the presentation made on the day.

HOW TO DEAL WITH THE 
PIR INSULATION SHORTAGE
In times of material shortages – merchants should be 
coming into their own, according to Knauf Insulation’s 
Stephen Wise. As an industry that prides itself on the 
knowledge and expertise of its staff, this is a time 
when merchants can stand head and shoulders above 
online alternatives – and the current Polyisocyanurate 
(PIR) insulation shortage is a case in point.
The shortage will have left merchant customers 
looking for alternatives and provided merchants 
with an ideal opportunity to prove their worth. 
Knauf Insulation has recognised this and 
developed PIR substitution charts aimed at helping 
merchant customers easily switch from PIR to a 
mineral wool alternative.
Switching from PIR to mineral wool does take 
some thinking through, so we’ve tried to remove 
any complexity, with tables that take into account 
every determinant. 
In masonry wall applications, for example, mineral 
wool is a full fill insulation with a different thermal 
conductivity to PIR products, which are generally used 
in partial fill with a 50mm residual cavity. This means 
a thickness for thickness switch doesn’t work, so our 
comparison table will be invaluable for merchant staff 
and their customers alike. We’ve also had to take 
into account the type of block used as this also has 
an influence on the thickness of insulation required. 
And with PIR available in different levels of thermal 
conductivity, this has been considered too.
The tables show where a simple substitute is possible 
and indicate where further advice should be sought. 
The Knauf Insulation Technical Support Team (TST) 
has also been fully briefed, so they can be on hand to 
generate U-value calculations on a merchant’s behalf 
or deal with more technical enquiries.
Although not ideal, situations such as this can 
certainly be turned to a merchant’s advantage, with 
relationships strengthened with robust advice. 
Manufacturers, of course, have a responsibility too 
and should be keen to offer support.
Although PIR supply will return, the table’s value will 
remain. With mineral wool solutions often the most 
cost-effective option to achieve compliance with 
building regulations, a PIR substitution chart can still 
be used by merchants to help customers looking to 
save on project costs. 
Stephen concludes: “I’m sure detailed comparisons 
such as this are something that merchants could 
benefit from across the board; helping to build 
customer loyalty on the basis they are being given the 
best possible advice.”
To find the Knauf Insulation PIR substitution charts and 
for further information visit  
www.knaufinsulation.co.uk/here-to-help

(Builders Merchants Journal)

The Brexit seminar, held after this year’s HAI AGM.
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OVERALL  Pts H/Cap
1st Martin Rowe 36 (7)
2nd William Dixon 35 (25)
3rd Niall Barry 35 (10)

CLASS 1  Pts H/Cap
1st Liam Barrett 33 (13)
2nd John Phelan 30 (14)

CLASS 2  Pts H/Cap
1st Paddy Kelly 35 (15)
2nd Brian Murphy 34 (15)

CLASS 3  Pts H/Cap
1st Michael O`Donohoe  33 (25)
2nd David Farrell 29 (22)

The HAI President`s Prize golf event was held at The Heritage Golf Club, Killenard, 
Co. Laois on Friday, 21st April 2017.
President, Kieran Burke, welcomed all to the Seve Ballesteros-designed venue and the 
event was again kindly sponsored by Crown Paints.
The results were:

HAI President, Kieran Burke, with Men`s Competition winner, Martin Rowe.

Tony Anderson, Crown Paints; Cathy O`Gorman, Ladies’ 
Competition winner; and HAI President, Kieran Burke.

THE HAI PRESIDENT’S PRIZE 

FRONT 9 
Bill Kelleher 18

BACK 9 
Paddy Kingham 18

LADIES 
1st Kathy O`Gorman
2nd Breda Phelan
3rd Kathy Lynch
4th Dolores Colman

VISITORS
1st Alan Gray 31 BB9
2nd Michael Ganly 31

New members are very welcome. Please contact 
Hon. Sec. William Dixon for details 086 070 8761.
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Bolle Safety 
C83, Barwell Business Park,
Chessington, 
Surrey KT9 2NY, 
UK 
Ph: +44 208 391 4700 
Contact: Iain Conlon 
Business: Safety/security products 

Handles and Hinges 
Unit 2, Power Industrial Estate, 
Tramore Road, 
Cork
Ph: 021 491 5959 
Contact: Seamus Collins 
Business: Doors, handles and hinges 
retailer

Hurst Heating and 
Plumbing Supplies
Moneen Road,
Castlebar, 
Co. Mayo
Ph: 094 902 3453
Contact: Wesley Hurst
Business: Heating and plumbing 
supplies 

John Dalton and Sons 
Chancellor’s Mills, 
Talbots Inch, 
Freshford Road,
Co. Kilkenny 
Ph: 056 772 1705
Contact: Eoin Burke  
Business: Town and country  
store 

Kerry Agribusiness 
Kilmallock Road, 
Charleville, Co. Cork 
Ph: 063 350 00
Contact: Ken Daly 
Business: Agricultural suppliers 

Thermoparts Ltd
Unit F10 Riverview Business Park, 
Nangor Road, Clondalkin, D12 
Ph: 01 456 9930
Contact: Glenn Clabby 
Business: Heating and plumbing 
supplies 

Wogan Build Centre 
North Road, 
Drogheda, Co. Louth 
Ph: 041 983 0511
Contact: Garrett Wogan 
Business: Builders merchant, 
hardware, DIY and garden store

HAI IS DELIGHTED TO WELCOME ITS NEWEST MEMBERS
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Portwest 
innovates 
to grow
HAI CEO, Annemarie Harte 
visits west of Ireland designer 
and manufacturer of workwear, 
personal protective equipment 
(PPE) and outdoor leisurewear, 
Portwest, and finds a company 
that combines tradition and 
innovation to compete effectively 
nationally and globally.

On arrival into Westport on a beautiful sunny day I 
was greeted by Croagh Patrick in all its glory. This 
tourist mecca is home to Portwest, an indigenous 
Irish company that supplies safety wear to all parts 
of the globe. The company attempted to register 
the name ‘Westport’ in the late 1980s but found it 
wasn’t possible and opted for switching the name 
around. They haven’t looked back since…

Blend of management skills
I met Owen Hughes, the Managing Director and 
Rachel Davoren, the General Manager. Owen is a third-
generation Hughes and descended from Charles who 
founded the company in 1904. The fourth generation 
have already started working in the business. 
Owen is quick to point out, however, that Portwest is 
a very happy and successful blend of management 
skills, encompassing both family members and 
management talent recruited from the locality. Rachel 
has been with the firm for 10 years and staff turnover 
in general is low. The Hughes family is strongly 
committed to the locality and has made substantial 
investments there. Recent local purchases include 
Westport House and the family also own Hotel 
Westport.

Supplier Profile
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Glowtex, the latest innovation in light-emitting technology, 
has been incorporated into Portwest workwear.
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Since its origins at the turn of the last century, Portwest has 
evolved from a workwear company to a full PPE company 
that caters for the customer from head to toe. They may 
be known to retailers and merchants for their traditional 
mid-range products but there is plenty of innovation coming 
down the line. In total, 200 new styles will be launched in 
their catalogue in the autumn giving a modern, younger and 
sportier edge to safety-wear products. 

Innovation-driven
Who says meeting European regulations for safety wear has to be 
dull? With the help of designers in the UK and France, innovation 
is driving the design of their new products. An example is the 
incorporation of Glowtex into their garments. Glowtex is the latest 
innovation in light-emitting technology and Portwest’s Glowtex 
products have the following features:
• Brightly coloured fluorescent background fabric for complete 

conspicuity in daylight;
• Very high-performance, HiVisTex retro-reflective tape, which 

bounces light back to the source and allows for superior 
visibility of the wearer in all weather conditions;

• Light-emitting Glowtex phosphorescence tape that 
accumulates the light in well-lit places and emits light in very 
low or no-light conditions, i.e., it glows in the dark, lasts up to 
six hours once illuminated and can then be recharged!

This type of product has many added-value benefits, apart from 
the enhanced safety of the wearer. It ensures individuals are 
visible on site, particularly useful in the event of an accident 
or emergency. It enables more efficient management when 
personnel are closing up a construction site for the day. And the 
product can be used in a variety of scenarios outside of work, 
e.g., walking at night. 
Many more similarly innovative products like this are on the way, 
including a new transparent peak-view helmet. This means no 
more taking off the helmet to see above you and you can look 
up with full vision. It’s fascinating to see how simple changes 
to existing products introduce completely new dimensions and 
functionality.
Ezee Zip is another innovative product, exclusive to Portwest. The 
simple click to fasten makes it very easy to close and its clever 
design eliminates fraying or broken zips.

Global footprint
Portwest sells throughout Europe and all orders are dispatched 
within 24 hours through warehouses in the UK and Poland. 
What startled me was the scale of the organisation – it operates 
manufacturing plants in China, Bangladesh and Myanmar. 
Owen says that Portwest takes its corporate social 
responsibility very seriously. The plant in Bangladesh 
provides meals to over 2,000 employees at lunchtime and 
their health and safety is of paramount importance. Portwest 
entered the US market in 2014 and, this year, have acquired 
a company in Australia. 
Through their efforts to promote safety and safety wear, Owen 
says they expect to double their turnover in the next three to 
five years from €150 million to €350 million. The key to achieving 
this? New styles, innovation and new markets.
Portwest is truly an Irish success story with a strong family 
heritage and ambitious plans for the future. It is also an inspiring 
story for the west of Ireland, long noted for exporting its people, 
which is now thriving through exporting its products.

If you have a story to tell as a 
supplier or manufacturer in the Irish 
market, please contact Annemarie 
on 01 298 0969 or 
annemarie@hardwareassociation.ie 
for more information.

Supplier Profile

Connacht rugby players Matt Healy, Ultan Dillane and Eoghan Masterson outside the Portwest 
shop in Galway at the launch of the three-year Portwest sponsorship with Connacht Rugby.
Pic courtesy of Andrew Downes.

GOING THE DISTANCE
In 1984, Owen and his brothers broke the Guinness world 
record for siblings running in a marathon. Not content 
with this, 20 years later, the family claimed another record 
by being the largest family to run a marathon.
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The recent renovation of the monumental arch at Chadwicks’ 
Thomas Street branch also symbolises the store’s successful 
business restoration post-recession. Located at Thomas 
Street, directly across from St John’s Lane Church, the iconic 
Chadwicks’ arch is synonymous with Dublin City Centre’s 
historical builders merchant trade. 
Formerly Kelly’s timber merchants, there has been a merchanting 
business on the site since the 19th century. It was purchased by 
Chadwicks in the 1980s. Chadwicks have 20 branches, and is part 
of Grafton Merchanting RoI, Ireland largest Builders and Plumbers 
Merchant Group.

Unique location 
On a 1.86 acres site, Chadwicks is divided into a shop area, the 
yard with parking facilities, and the warehousing areas, which are 
managed and supervised by 22 staff members. The shop area 
incorporates three different departments – the plumbing and 
heating supplies area; the SAM hire area, which offers a range of 
Tool and Plant Hire; a Builders’ Merchant; a Self Selection Area; 
and a Trade Counter. 

The main five storage buildings in the yard stock cover:

• Building Materials;
• Insulation;
• Timber;
• Plaster and Cement;
• Sheet Material and Doors.

Padraic Horgan, Store Manager, who has worked at Chadwicks 
for over two decades, describes the branch’s large store and 
yard facilities as ‘its own little industry’ on Thomas Street. 
“There is so much history in this branch and we have long-
established relationships with well-known local businesses, 
such as Guinness, which is just around the corner,“ he says. 
“When William Thomas Chadwick founded the company in the 
early 20th century, he brought in heavier materials (both Irish 
and imported), cement, plasterboard and plywood to supply 
builders merchants and major building contractors.”
Since then, Padraic says, Chadwicks has become a unique 
builders merchants in terms of location and visibility in the 
city centre. 

Business restoration and building renovation at Chadwicks on Thomas Street in Dublin.

Chadwicks: building 
on a historic reputation

The restored arch.
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“During the 1980s and 1990s, when apartments, office blocks 
and hotels were being built during the property boom in Dublin, 
Chadwicks was in a privileged position in terms of being the ‘go 
to one-stop-shop’ for developers in and around the Dublin area. As 
part of Concrete Products Ireland (CPI) before we became part of 
Grafton Group plc, which also distributes building materials to the 
UK, Netherlands and Belgium, we had a long-standing reputation 
of having a wealth of knowledge and experience in the industry, as 
well as offering competitive and market-friendly prices. In addition 
to this, as Thomas Street is in the heart of the Liberties, Chadwicks 
has the added bonus of having parking facilities for its clients. 
“With over 25 dedicated parking spots, customers don’t have to 
concern themselves with stressful city-centre parking,” Padraic 
says, “which, in turn, lends to a more efficient store experience.”

Overcoming industry challenges
In the aftermath of the Celtic Tiger, loyalty was a key factor 
to the continued success of Chadwicks. “Although, we had a 
large number of regular customers and clients,” says Padraic, 

“the expansion in online product shops meant customers were 
drawing price comparisons that we had to learn to compete with, 
while delivering the same services.” 
The recession influenced the Chadwicks business model to 
evolve with the economy and re-evaluate its digital and marketing 
strategies as an overall brand. In particular, Chadwicks, as a 
whole, has diversified, with major investment in the technological 
and recruitment side of the business. “In 1977, Chadwicks 
was one of the first computerised companies in Europe, with 
a fully computerised building supply operation, so, we have 
a long history of improving and investing in technology, as 
well as continuously upskilling our workforce. We now have a 
dedicated digital marketing team in Ashfield and our online ‘Click 
and Collect’ service is growing steadily with major promotional 
campaigns taking place in spring and autumn and also one-day 
madness sales, where branches promote product discounts,” 
Padraic says. There was a gap in building merchant expertise 
during the recession as many employees left Chadwicks to 
pursue other interests, while Grafton Group plc expanded its 

The branch has a long history and well-established relationships with local businesses.
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advertising campaigns and moved direction towards attracting the 
DIY customer and householder. According to Padraic, Chadwicks 
has maintained such a steady foothold in the Irish builders 
merchant sector, withstanding the ‘boom, bust and now the 
incoming Brexit’.
“Nobody knows what Brexit will bring or the impact it will have. 
We are looking at it in a positive way as financial institutions 
are already looking to set up their offices over here. There is a 
demand for more apartments, student accommodation and hotel 
developments in the offing so, only time will tell. 
“Chadwicks is undergoing a major recruitment drive. Even though 
60-70% of our clientele is the ‘white-van man’, there has been a 
resurgence of the larger builders and entrepreneurs, who are now 
back on their feet post-recession. Therefore, we need more expert 
personnel, who have specialised industry and product knowledge 
and also those, who have just graduated and are young and 
enthusiastic to learn about the trade,” he says.
“Since 2010, our business has been growing steadily, with the 
plumbing and heating supplies section performing particularly 
well. At the end of 2016, our Thomas Street sales were well 
ahead of total sales in 2010 and so far, in 2017 growth continues.
I would say, in general, our sheet boards, plumbing and heating 
supplies are performing well which is always a positive indicator 
of how the year will continue.”
This successful restoration of the business post-recession is 

juxtaposed with the recent renovation of Chadwick’s eye-catching 
archway, which leads into the builders merchant centre. 

Gateway to a new era
Built in 1861, the arch, which took three months to renovate, 
with work undertaken by Acol Ltd, the company responsible for 
refurbishing the scaffolding and façade at another Dublin landmark 
– the Shelbourne Hotel – is the first part of an ongoing project 
of expansion and redevelopment within Chadwicks. The arch 
renovation project involved repairing the Roman stucco cement 
in the existing Doris columns, which had water seeping into the 
main structure. The restoration revealed older lettering on the arch 
pointing to its past, which is now visible. The work was funded 
by Chadwicks and supported by Dublin City Council‘s Shopfront 
Improvement Scheme. 
“The arch project is one of a number of refurbishment projects 
taking place on Thomas Street at present, which is a positive step 
from Dublin City Council as footfall has increased 10-fold around 
this area,” Padraic says. “We are directly located on the Trinity 
College Dublin, Christchurch Cathedral and Guinness Storehouse 
tourist trail, so we need to take advantage of being at the heart 
of one of Dublin’s oldest commercial streets. With further phases 
being considered, including new archway gates being installed, in 
essence this is a new era for this historic Thomas Street branch.”

Store Profile
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Octabuild Awards

Ganly’s was established in 1989, employing four people 
in an old disused garage. It expanded over the years to its 
current staff of 101, offering expert advice and a wide range of 
products from its Trade Centres and Retail Stores across the 
Midlands. Ganly’s is now the largest independent Builders 
Providers in the midlands, operating out of three stores in 
Athlone, Longford and Mountbellow.

The Octabuild Builders Merchant Awards winners were 
announced at a presentation dinner on Thursday, 11th May, in the 
Guinness Storehouse in Dublin.
This was the 20th Octabuild Builders Merchant Awards. The 
companies who organise the awards as Octabuild are Gyproc, 
Glennon Brothers, Dulux Paints, Irish Cement, Kingspan Insulation, 
Sanbra Fyffe, Tegral and Wavin.

Ganly’s Athlone has won both the National and Connacht/Ulster Large Business 

category awards in the Octabuild Builders Merchant Awards 2017. This is the 

fourth time Ganly’s has won the National Builders Merchant Award since the 

awards began in 1986. They won previously in 2000, 2005 and 2009.

Ganly’s Athlone wins 
overall Octabuild award

The overall winner of the National Octabuild Builders Merchant of the Year was Ganly’s Athlone. Pictured 
are: Kieran Burke, President, Hardware Association Ireland; Brian, Michelle and Michael Ganly, Ganly’s, 
Athlone; and Declan Smyth, Chairman, Octabuild.

The Cork City and County Large Business award was won by Cork Builders Providers, Togher. Pictured are: 
Kieran Burke, President, Hardware Association Ireland; Dan Twomey, Cork Builders Providers; and Declan 
Smyth, Chairman, Octabuild.

The Connacht Ulster Large Business award was won by Ganly’s, Athlone. Pictured are: Paddy Coyle; Aisling 
Cooke; Brian and Michael Ganly; Stephen McGinty; and Michelle Ganly, Ganly’s, Athlone.

The Connacht/Ulster Small Business award was won by Heiton Buckley, Sligo. Pictured are: Kieran 
Burke, President, Hardware Association Ireland; Stanley Nairn and Shane Dermody, Heiton Buckley, 
Sligo; and Declan Smyth, Chairman, Octabuild.

The Best Staff Team award was won by Maurice Graham Ltd. Pictured are: Kieran Burke, President, 
Hardware Association Ireland; Heather and Alastair Graham, Liam Ward and William Graham, Maurice 
Graham Ltd; and Declan Smyth, Chairman, Octabuild.

The Cork City and County Small Business award was won by Topline Burtons Kanturk.Pictured are: Kieran 
Burke, President, Hardware Association Ireland; Nigel and Evan Burton, Topline Burtons Kanturk; and 
Declan Smyth, Chairman, Octabuild.
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The Dublin City and County Large Business award was won by Grange Builders Providers, Baldoyle. 
Pictured are: Kieran Burke, President, Hardware Association Ireland; Peter and Thomas Cosgrave, Grange 
Builders Providers, Baldoyle; and Declan Smyth, Chairman, Octabuild.

The Leinster Large Business award was won by Telford’s Portlaoise. Pictured are: Kieran Burke, President, 
Hardware Association Ireland; Liam McEvoy, Telfords, Portlaoise; and Declan Smyth, Chairman, Octabuild.

The Leinster Small Business award was won by Chadwicks, Navan. Pictured are Kieran Burke, President, 
Hardware Association Ireland; Ollie Smyth, Chadwicks, Navan; and Declan Smyth, Chairman, Octabuild.

The Dublin City and County Small Business award was won by Chadwicks Plumb Centre, Glasnevin. 
Pictured are: Kieran Burke, President, Hardware Association Ireland; Barry O’Callaghan, Chadwicks Plumb 
Centre, Glasnevin; and Declan Smyth, Chairman, Octabuild.

The Munster Large Business award was won by Morris’s, Waterford. Pictured are: Kieran Burke, President, 
Hardware Association Ireland; Seamus Reynolds and Padraig Daniels, Morris’s, Waterford; and Declan 
Smyth, Chairman, Octabuild.

The Munster Small Business award was won by Heiton Buckley, Waterford. Pictured are: Kieran Burke, 
President, Hardware Association Ireland; Mark O’Mahony and Patrick McNamara, Heiton Buckley, 
Waterford; and Declan Smyth, Chairman, Octabuild.

A special award was presented to Joe Harlin to mark 46 years’ service to Wavin and the builders merchant 
trade. Pictured are: Kieran Burke, President Hardware Association Ireland; Joe Harlin; Declan Smyth, 
Chairman Octabuild; and Michael O’Donohoe, Wavin.

The Lifetime Achievement award went to William Telford. Pictured are:  Kieran Burke, President Hardware 
Association Ireland; Declan Smyth, Chairman Octabuild;  William Telford, recipient of Lifetime Achievement 
award; and Liam McEvoy, Telfords Portlaoise.
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The colour 
of money?
I’m delighted to introduce this supplement to our readers as 
a new addition to The Hardware Journal. You may be aware 
that The Hardware Journal won Best Business to Business 
magazine last December at the Irish Magazine Awards and 
we’re not content to rest on this welcome accolade. We are 
committed to continuous improvement and producing content 
with the help of our editorial team and suppliers to benefit our 
hardware and building materials retailers and merchants.

I make no apology for picking the subject matter of this first 
supplement, as it’s a personal favourite. This is what I do in my spare 
time and it’s what I get done for me – I’m a combination of DIY 
and DIFM (Do It For Me). The recent Census results indicated that 
43.5% of men and 38.9% of women were single in 2016. Over the 
20-year period from 1996 to 2016, the percentage of single women 
in this age group has more than doubled from 11% to 24%. That’s a 
major shift in DIY demand. A recent article from the US said home 
improvement stores, Lowe’s and Home Depot, report that half of 
their customers are women, and those women are responsible for 
initiating 80% of home improvement projects. Women spend 50% 
more on purchases at these stores than men do.
Leaving the demographic to one side, I consider the area of paint 
and home décor among the less complex aspects of the home to 
change, often with dramatic results, without having to take out a 
loan. We know that in recent times, people haven’t been moving or 
buying houses so much as renovating and improving them. The most 
recent Home Renovation Incentive (HRI) scheme figures from April 
2017 indicate that over €1.4 billion has been spent on RMI activity 
since the scheme was introduced in October 2013.
For those who do want to take out a loan, Bank of Ireland recently 
reported that it had seen a 38% rise in consumers seeking to 
borrow to do work on their properties, with the average loan size 
€12,000. Home owners over the age of 35 accounted for most of the 
applications. Most seeking to borrow to renovate their homes are 
between the ages of 35 and 44, the bank said. The bank’s statistics 
come in the wake of figures provided by Onlinetradesmen.ie, 
the source website for qualified trade professionals, which said it 
saw a 22% increase in home improvement projects submitted by 
consumers in the first three months of this year. For the first quarter, 
there were approximately 17,000 home improvement projects 
completed by Onlinetradesmen.ie, with the largest proportion 
relating to repairs and maintenance.
So how do you take advantage of this boom and get your slice of that 
fat pie? Be aware of colours of the year, trends and popular products. 
Consider your window dressing as instant marketing – try dressing 
it to impress with colour and wallpapers to entice – read how Brown 
Thomas are using colour on page 12. It’s as important as the latest 
fashion wear. And read what Kevin Coghlan from MRCB Paints in 
Dublin has to say about trends and developments on page 8.

Annemarie Harte, Chief Executive Officer – HAI

Paint & Home Décor
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Colourtrend launches 
new weather display
Irish-owned paint brand Colourtrend has just launched its new Weather Display 

which supports the Colourtrend Weather Exterior Masonry paint finish.

The displays are currently being rolled out across a 
nationwide network of Colourtrend paint retailers.  
The display complements in-store displays for Colourtrend’s 
Contemporary and Historic Colour Collections.  Designed 
specifically to help the consumer choose colours for the exterior 
of their home, the display features an innovative interactive 
element where consumers can use Colourtrend’s real paint 
panels to try out colour schemes on a sample house. 
The display showcases the Colourtrend Weather Colour 
Collection which features 46 colours inspired by the Irish 
landscape. Building on its mission to make choosing colour 
easier by offering the consumer any colour in every paint 
finish, the display includes a book of outdoor colour schemes 
specially chosen for the Irish environment. 
Colourtrend commenced manufacturing its paint in Celbridge, 

Co Kildare in 1953 when Irish man, the late Ronan O’Connor 
founded the brand after returning from the USA and began 
to make his own paint here. His son and current Managing 
Director of Colourtrend, Kevin O’Connor, said: “In recent years, 
we’ve simplified the process of purchasing paint for consumers 
in addition to refining the premium, easy to choose and apply 
nature of our product. It is our aim to continue to showcase the 
premium nature of Colourtrend and to demonstrate our excellent 
credentials to consumers.” 
Claiming to be Ireland’s largest, 100% Irish-owned and operated, 
leading-edge paint company, Colourtrend operates at the forefront 
of paint technology, offering 100% pure acrylic, decorative paint 
that is designed to apply smoother and last longer. Colourtrend 
continually invites designers to help create a palette of over 1,500 
shades, from stunning to subtle, classic to contemporary. 

The Colourtrend Weather Display.

Consumers can use Colourtrend’s real 
paint panels to try out colour schemes 

on a sample house.

Paint & Home Décor
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Strong customer 
appetite for 
home décor

A round-up of key UK trends in home décor, based on recent research 
from the international market and consumer information company, GfK.

GfK’s key findings include: 
• home enhancement is important to people and there is an 

appetite for it;
• online is becoming increasingly important to home 

enhancement categories;
• omni-channel shopper journeys are important to these 

categories vs. others;
• regardless of actual purchase channel, GfK’s research shows 

that efficiency is the key to driving up trip value; and,
• the most important thing from a consumer perspective is 

that it all hangs together as a seamless experience.

Home enhancements  are 
important to people  and 
there’s an appetite  for it

Aspects people would like to  
change in their UK homes 32%

Garden, yard,  
patio or other  
outdoor area

25%
How well  

organized  
the home is

35% 33%
Storage Overall size
space and layout/  

dimensions

30%
Interior décor  

or design

22% 22% 18% 14% 14%
Furniture Usual level Household Entertainment None of the

of cleanliness appliances equipment above

Source: GfK survey among 25,000+ Internet users (ages 15+) in 22 countries – multiple answers possible –  rounded
© GfK April 21, 2017 2

Aspects people would like to change in their UK homes

DIY and Home Improvement – online value share %

Garden, yard, patio or 
other outdoor area

LED lightbulbs

Primers and  
undercoats

Varnish

Emulsion Paint

Sealants

Interior décor 
or design

0%

1%

2%

5%
LED lightbulbs

rcoats

Varnish

Emulsion paint

Sealants

Online is becoming
increasingly important
to these categories

DIY and Home Improvement – online value share %

January 2017January 2016

+93%

+53%

4%

Primers and unde +44%

3%

+28%

+69%

Source: GfK Point of Sales Tracking Unit Sales 52 weeks ending January 2017
© GfK April 21, 2017 3
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Regardless of actual  
purchase channel our  
research shows that  
efficiency is key to  
driving up trip valueIn-store

The faster the shopper shops, the more they spend

Online

Visitors*  
Average 
per  
weekday

653 664 668 605 705
995

Ø715

Test score Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat
Dwell 
time  in 
min

12.2 12.6
12.1

12.4 12.3
12.1 Ø12.3

Average per
weekday Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

Value in €
Average per

20.7 18.3 18.6 20.6 27.1 32.9
Ø23.053

weekday
Test score Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

Fewer clicks the

Source: GfK Shopper Lab & Simstore
© GfK April 21, 2017 5

more they spend Amazon Retailer B

Average  
basket 
value

€10.38(B) €8.20

Number 
of  
products  
bought

5.25(B) 4.51

Number
of clicks 9.9 13.4

Number of  
clicks before  
first 
purchase
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Keep calm 
and carry

on painting
Neville Knott, Crown Ireland’s colour 

consultant, highlights summer 
trends in paint that focus on 

mindfulness and calm.

New Spring/Summer trends have come through with 
some statement paint colours that are going to be big 
this year. Options range from sunshine yellows and 
vibrant happy greens to deep moody blues.
Crown has chosen Lemon Squash as the key yellow for 
decorating homes in 2017. What’s not to love about an 
uplifting hue, reminiscent of sunshine that brings some 
welcome zest into our lives?

This calming shade is part of Crown’s “Stillness” trend all about 
mindfulness, contemplation and reflection: the concept focuses on using 
colour to create a living environment that soothes the soul.
Lemon Squash is a colour full of optimism. As it’s not too rich, retailers 
can advise their customers that it can be balanced with cooler 
architectural greys such as Crown’s City Break and Granite Dust. Lemon 
Squash evokes calmness and wellbeing and looks beautiful when painted 
as an ombre effect. For a more modern look it can also be teamed with 
pale woods, wicker, concrete and stone.

Lemon Squash from the Crown Kitchen range with anti-
bacterial formulation for a cleaner kitchen environment.

HEMPEL -  
DID YOU KNOW?
Crown Paints Ireland became a part of the 
Hempel Group in 2011, a world leading 
coating supplier providing protection and 
inspiration to the world around us. 

The Hempel Group is owned by the 
Hempel Foundation, which means part 
of the company profits are reinvested 
into supporting charitable purposes of a 
cultural, humanitarian and scientific nature. 
Each year Hempel employees volunteer for 
annual trips to projects around the world 
from Bolivia in South America to Cambodia 
and Vietnam in Asia and Mozambique and  
Tanzania in Africa. The Foundation provides 
funding to 22 projects worldwide, resulting 
in 55,000 children receiving a quality 
education in countries where poverty is a 
real challenge.

Paint & Home Décor

Each year, Hempel employees volunteer for annual trips to projects around the world from Bolivia in South 
America (see above) to Cambodia and Vietnam in Asia and Mozambique and Tanzania in Africa.
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The Hardware Journal: What are the short-term future 
developments and trends you see as a retailer in the paint 
and home décor sector over the next 12/18 months?
Kevin Coghlan: Deeper/dark colours for walls. Not just feature 
walls, but complete rooms. Possibly only one or two rooms in a 
home.

Other trends to look out for include:
• cool calm whites and not whites with a cream/yellow 

undertone;
• painting or introducing a ‘pop’ of colour, such as lime, 

aquamarine, orange or fuchsia in soft furnishings or painted 
furniture;

• retailers need to be aware of the hidden costs of tinting 
deep colours as five litres can take as much as €18 worth of 
colourant and this needs to be factored in when setting retail 
prices; and,

• painting over the ‘oranged’ pine that we all find far too dark 
and oppressive, including on kitchen units.

What are the current customer demands in a specialist 
paint store and how do you see them changing over this 
12/18-month period?
There are many varying demands today, and they continue to 
change all the time. Today’s customers are quite knowledgeable, 
and do lots of research online before visiting a paint store. I see 
this becoming more prevalent in the coming 12-18 months. The 
discerning customer expects a high level of expertise from their 
local store, backed by up-to-date product knowledge. They also 
expect you to be up-to-date with the latest colour trends and 
new products. In many cases, customers know more about the 

products than salespeople, because of their thorough research 
online. They are also aware of environmental issues such as VOC 
emissions, paint recycling etc.

What will your new Benjamin Moore paint brand bring to 
your store offering that is not there now?
Mainly, it brings the latest technologically advanced paints to 
the Irish market. The US market has been selling waterborne 
paints for many years now, and has the advantage of years of 
tweaking and formulating its products to deliver the very best in 
paint application and finishes. I believe the more people who use 
premium-quality paints, the more it elevates the paint industry 
while also generating a greater understanding that not all paints 
are the same. The Benjamin Moore brand’s use of its Gennex 
proprietary colourant system means lower VOC emissions, 
better colour retention, and maximum coverage, cutting down 
on labour and labour costs. It also offers over 3,500 colours, in 
many different finishes, qualities, and at different price points. 
It also offers the complete colour range in asthma and allergy-
friendly certified paint with no compromise on quality, which is 
quite unique.

What would you say is the Benjamin Moore unique selling 
point for the trade and retail customer?
For the trade, the main selling point is the application process. 
The products are formulated with excellent coverage, great 
touch-up properties and quick recoat time. This all helps reduce 
a decorator’s time on the project, and subsequent costs. For 
the retail customer, there are many USPs. If the customer is 
applying the paint themselves, they will find them a pleasure 
to use, with no unpleasant fumes or smells, and formulated in 
a way that can help an amateur achieve great results, without 
having any great experience in painting. Their colour range and 
choice is phenomenal.

Has online sales activity impacted on either your trade or 
retail business to date, and will it into the future?
I’ve no doubt it has, but not noticeably so far, with the exception 
of wallpaper sales. I think it will impact more on paint sales in 
the future with the younger generation using online purchasing 
more and more frequently, but thankfully paint is not an easy 
commodity to transport, nor can it be exchanged once mixed. 
Therefore, online retailers are not able to offer the same 
returns policies as, say, online clothing retailers. Also, colour 
reproduction on your screen can vary considerably, therefore 
getting it wrong could be costly.

Trendwatch: 
what paint customers want

Kevin Coghlan of MRCB, the leading paint 
and wallpaper business, spoke to The 

Hardware Journal about the latest trends.

Kevin Coghlan, MRCB.
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It has had the effect of driving creativity and design for the 
consumer, and innovation and product development from 
the manufacturers. For the paint specialist merchant, it has 
provided a new and exciting range of products to engage 
and excite customers and expand the possibilities of the 
‘décor scheme’.
At Albany Home Décor, I have seen 
this trend growing season on 
season in terms of the product 
mix and choice but also in the 
boldness of colour application 
in the garden. Leading 
woodcare brands that are 
popular choices with customers 
include Sadolin, Ronseal 
and Cuprinol, as well as more 
specialised products such as Woodoc 
and Sikkens.
There are also a wide range of trim paints available in thousands 
of colours so scheme options are endless.

Taking garden décor outside
The trend in recent years towards painting garden furniture, sheds, timber, panelling, decking 
and pretty much anything that’s stationary in the garden is a welcome phenomenon for the 

decorative coatings industry, writes Padraic McGuinness of Albany Home Décor.

Paint & Home Décor

TOP TIP
It’s all about colour!  

Use two or more colours  
to contrast with each other 

to create a great impact. 
Perfect for: garden furniture, 

summerhouses, arbours 
and decking.

The trend in recent years towards pain�ng garden 
furniture, sheds, �mber, paneling, decking and pre�y
much anything that’s sta�onary in the garden is a 
welcomed phenomenon for the decora�ve coa�ngs
industry.

It has had the effect of driving crea�vity and design for
the consumer and innova�on and product development
from the manufacturers. For the paint specialist 
merchant it has provided a new and exci�ng range of
products to engage and excite customers and expand 
the possibili�es of the ‘décor scheme’.

At Albany Home Décor this trend has been growing
season on season in terms of the product mix and 
choice but also in the boldness of colour applica�on in
the garden. At Albany we stock all the leading woodcare 
brands including Sadolins, Ronseal, Cuprinol as well as  
more specialised products such as Woodoc and Sikkens.
There is also a wide range of trim paints available in 
1,000’s of colours so you scheme op�ons are endless.

Look out for the Albany woodcare centre signs in your
local Albany store or ask one of our trained and 
experienced staff to talk you through your woodcare
needs.

Top tip
It’s all about colour! Use two or more colours 
to contrast each other to create a great impact. 
Perfect for: Garden furniture, summerhouses, 
arbours and decking.  

Garden Décor is the new
Home Décor

General Preparation Guidelines
Make sure the wood is clean and dry. For wood in 
contact with the ground use a suitable wood preserver. 
On rough sawn �mber, remove any dirt, moss, fungal 
growth and lichens with a s�ff brush. On smooth planed 
and weathered wood lightly sand to remove loose wood 
fibres and wipe off any dust  with white spirit and allow 
to dry thoroughly. Previously treated wood such as stains 
and paints must be removed or primed and undercoated.
Wear a suitable face mask when sanding to avoid the 
inhala�on of dust. For the best possible finish use a good 
quality brush for the applica�on of water-based finishes.

www.albany.ie
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Dulux announces 
‘Denim Drift’ as the 
interior colour for 2017
The interiors colour of the year for 2017 pays homage to 
probably the most timeless wardrobe staple – denim. Dulux 
has announced Denim Drift as the 2017 colour of the year as 
part of its Colour Futures Forecast. Dulux describes Denim 
Drift as a timeless, versatile grey-blue, which, along with its 
complementary palette of pale and dark blues, is set to be 
the must-have colour of the interior design and architecture 
world for the year ahead, the company says.
While denim, as a wardrobe hero, originated as the hardworking 
fabric worn by workers in the form of blue jeans, these blue 
hues translate effortlessly into interiors looks. Denim Drift along 
with its coordinating colour palette of blue hues works blue in an 
everyday, yet new way, says Dulux.
International design and colour visionaries at the Dulux Global 
Aesthetic Center have been scouring the globe for the latest 

social and trend developments to help them lead the way in 
colour innovation, says the company. 
Creative director of Dulux, Marianne Shillingford describes 
the look: “This palette perfectly captures the mood of the 
moment and is a true embodiment of the way we’ll live our 
lives in 2017. There are 10 blues within the palette, five of 
them, including Denim Drift, are muted and atmospheric 
and the remaining five are cleaner, brighter hues that pack 
more of a punch. 
“The whole collection has been designed for use across 
different elements of an interior from the walls to the 
furniture, furnishings and accessories. You can turn the 
visual impact up with the brighter blues and down with the 
muted blues to suit the style and use of a room and can be 
sure that none of them will ever look out of place.”

Paint & Home Décor
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Smooth mix:
Fleetwood partners with Brown Thomas

Derek Byrne, Fleetwood Paints, writes about the company’s 
successful partnership with Brown Thomas and the key role paint 

choice can play in creating an effective shop window display.

John Redmond, the Creative Director for the Brown Thomas 
retail group, first turned his hand to shop window design 
in his mother’s store in Carlow back in the 1980s. He would 
immediately go on to win an all-Ireland competition for 
window design by incorporating Fleetwood brushes and 
rollers in a paint-themed display. This led him down a 
path that would result in him leading the creative team 
responsible for the most famous retail windows in Dublin, 
but also a life-long affinity with the Fleetwood brand. 

Pantone colour collection
In 2015, Fleetwood Paints and Pantone, the world’s authority on 
colour, went into partnership to produce Ireland’s first Pantone 
colour collection in paint. Now available in 50 stockists throughout 
Ireland it has proved to be a massive hit with the interior design 
community, who have long yearned to get the Pantone colour 
collections in paint. In addition, the trade business in Ireland now 
has a solution when having to paint corporate spaces in specific 
brand colours that are always taken from a Pantone reference. 
In recent years, Brown Thomas and its parent company have 
strived to ensure all its suppliers and services are eco-friendly 
and Irish, where possible. At the same time, John and his 
team were looking for a paint collection that would match their 
window designs. As all fashion designers work off the Pantone 
colour system and Fleetwood was now their official licensee, 
Fleetwood Paint would become the backdrop to all Brown 
Thomas window displays. 
The first collaboration with Brown Thomas took place in July 
of 2016 when the National College of Art and Design (NCAD) 
brought its latest design work to the Brown Thomas windows 
as part of CREATE 2016. This was an opportunity for the next 
generation of Irish design to be showcased in the window of 
Ireland’s busiest shopping street for a month. It was also an 

opportunity for Fleetwood Paint and Pantone to showcase the 
stunning colour depth in their new paint range. Three colours 
for the new Pantone collection were the backdrop for the entire 
collection –‘Pink Nectar’, ‘Bevelled Glass’ and ‘Lunar Rock’. 
Since that first collaboration, Fleetwood Paints has been involved 
in all Brown Thomas window displays in Dublin, Galway, Limerick 
and Cork. We have developed a close working relationship with 
the creative team in Brown Thomas by being involved in their 
planning process at the earliest stages and helping to select 
colour palettes that complement the fashion collections and the 
design theme for the stores. 

Permanent billboard
Brown Thomas, and the Switzers windows that came before 
them, are clearly the top level of window design in Dublin. But 
the essence of what their creative teams do in the windows 
can be applied to all who work in retail. A store window is a 
permanent billboard facing the street that can be used to entice 
customers inside your doors. If you are on a high street, they are 
vital to grab people’s attention, if you are off the road or in a retail 
park they can be used to create excitement and promote offers 
before people step through the doors. 
Many retailers don’t invest time and thought into their window 
displays. Often you see them filled with piles of stock, gathering 
dust with out-of-date POS and branding. Show your customers 
what they can do with the products you sell instead. Inspire them 
with colour, designs and sample projects. Use your windows to 
show off your own expertise. 
There are already many hardware and paint retailers who are 
leading the way for window displays (Albany Sligo and MRCB 
Paints come to mind). So look at your current supplier list and see 
which brands can turn shop windows into the footfall generator 
they have the potential to be. 

Paint & Home Décor

Fleetwood works with Brown Thomas to select colour palettes 
that complement its  fashion collections and design themes.COVER STORY
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With increasing numbers of people working from home, 
and houses becoming more than mere accommodation, 
consumers are spending more time and effort turning them 
into places that reflect their individuality and personality. 
And they’re doing it through wallpaper.  

Tony Berardis, home design stylist at John Lewis, says 
customers are becoming more experimental with wallpaper use, 
clashing patterns and colours or pairing it with vibrant fabrics.
“Our customers are becoming more adventurous with 
wallpapers, paints and fabrics, and we have seen a notable step 
away from traditional wallpaper colours in recent months. It’s fair 
to say that customers are also thinking beyond the traditional 
‘feature wall’ and are considering bolder options to give their 
homes real personality. More and more, customers are leaving 
their appointments with swatches of clashing wallpaper and 
fabrics, all destined for use in the same room,” says Tony.
With digital printing resulting in an unprecedented plethora of 
designs and effects, it can be difficult to know which wallpapers 
will sell best. Typically, design trends reflect customers’ views 
on society and, in a world of ever-growing uncertainty, homes 
are becoming sanctuaries, a shelter from pressure and stresses. 
Customers are choosing styles and colours that help them 
achieve this haven. 

Up the wall
Interior specialists agree that wallpaper is growing in popularity 

with no signs that sales will slow down in 2018.  
Karen Welsh looks at the latest in wallpaper trends and developments.

Trendwatch
When considering which wallpapers to stock, these are 
the trends that look set to continue in 2018: 

• Marble and concrete – many customers are favouring 
natural and clean wall coverings, often pairing them with 
more richer tones to give it a homely feel;

• Greenery and botanical – from lime green to emerald, 
the hue has been strong for 2017 and is likely to remain so 
for 2018. Palm trees and jungle themes are also in vogue;

• Geometric – patterns are currently all the rage, particularly 
those with a nod to ancient cultures such as African or 
Asian. Straight lines and triangles are popular;

• Metallics – rose gold and bronze continue to be on trend; 
and 

• Depth and perspective – optical illusions which play on 
depth and perspective are tipped to be hot for 2017 and 
2018.

Definition by Anthology. Wallpaper: Obsidian 111596

Noukku by Scion. Wallpaper: Pepino 111542. Cushions from left: 
Plains One +1 131952 131948, Plains One 130458, Plains 
1+1 131939, Plains One 130453. Sofa: Neo 132169 mtr.
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Spring wallpaper launches
A range of wallpapers has been 
launched just in time for some 
spring redecorating:

• Definition by Anthology – 
statement wallcoverings which 
have been inspired by geology 
and crystals. These are more 
figurative and mystical than 
previous Anthology ranges. 

• Anthozoa by Harlequin 
– a collection of fashion-
inspired wallcoverings which 
encompass botanicals, shells, 
exotic plants, gum-tree leaves, 
pebbles, wood, coral, waterfalls 
and waves. 

• Art of the Garden by 
Sanderson – designed 
to reflect the evolution of 
landscape and garden design, 
from the Persian Gardens 
of 500BC to the Baroque 
Gardens of the 17th century, 
to the Botanic Period of the 
18th century. These wallpapers 
feature palettes of rich reds, 
deep blues and intense blacks 
amongst mineral hues and 
metallic.

• Noukku by Scion – depicting 
the Scandinavian essence of 
forests, fresh air, fjords, food, 
freedom and fun. Noukku is 
totally in tune with the life-
affirming Hygge trend (enjoying 
life’s simple pleasures).

• Boleyn, Kempshott, Elswick 
and Cybele by Zoffany – 
inspired by the grand country 
houses of Britain. The collection 
features rich, warm colours 
such as Moss and Khaki, 
punctuated with shots of 
Greenstone, Faded Amethyst, 
Hollyhocks and Sunstone, as 
well as soft mineral colours 
which are offset against the 
jewel tones of Amber, Tigers 
Eye, Cinnabar and Koi.

Art of the Garden by 
Sanderson. Wallpaper: 
Fruit Aviary 216311.

Anthozoa by Harlequin. Curtain: Caldesia Emerald/Lime 
120603. Chair: Kelambu Emerald/Lime 120608.Wallpaper: 
Nihan Grey 111642. Chair: Lusso Lagoon 141846.

To purchase any of the listed ranges, contact Décor Ireland, on 01 840 3969 or  
048 9262 0300 for Northern Ireland, alternatively email info@decorireland.com.
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Straight to the 
top floor

Flooring is one of the key elements that influences the appearance and functionality 
of interior spaces. With innovations continuing to raise standards in the sector, 
The Hardware Journal looks at some of the new products on the Irish market. 

Trojan grey laminates available from DS Supplies 
DS Supplies Ltd recently added two grey laminates to its range 
of Trojan V-Grove abrasion class 3 (AC3) laminate flooring, 
Titanium and Toscana. Interior design trendsetters have been 
praising grey as the ‘new neutral’, since it does not overpower 
other colours. This, in turn, makes it versatile to work with. 
Grey wood flooring brings out the grain in flooring and the floor 
becomes a statement. This laminate flooring is also available in 
eight other wood finishes.
“Our Trojan V-Grove AC3 class laminate flooring is resistant to 
stains and household chemicals and is also impact resistant 
and non-abrasive,” a spokesperson said. “The AC3 class rating 

means it is suitable for living areas with intensive use and for 
commercial areas with light use. This quality laminate flooring is 
under warranty for 15 years. The overall plank width is 142mm 
and the thickness is 8mm. It comes with a licensed Uniclic 
locking system which makes it quick and easy to install. DS 
Supplies laminate flooring is also EU timber regulated which 
means that, placing illegally-harvested timber, and products 
derived from such timber, on the EU market is prohibited. The 
regulation applies to wood and wood products being placed for 
the first time on the EU market.”
This laminate flooring can be maintained with the Trojan Magi 
Mop and Trojan Spray Cleaner, the manufacturers advise. A floor 
gloss is also available. This can be applied with a cloth in a thin 
layer and allowed to dry for an outstanding shine, no buffing 
required. 

Grey AC3 laminate flooring from Trojan.
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W. Howard Group adds Kota to MDF profile range
The W. Howard Group, a leading medium-density fibreboard 
(MDF) profiles manufacturer, recently added the innovative Kota 
brand to its wide product range for the Irish market. 
“As well as offering a superior service with an extensive stock 
range and delivery in five days, W. Howard Kildare manufactures 
and supplies the Kota product, bringing an exciting new 
factory-finished architectural profile option to the market – a 
new solution for skirting, architraves, door stops and linings,” a 
company spokesperson said.
W. Howard Group Managing Director, Graham Williams, who 
looks after the Group’s operations in the UK and Ireland, said: 
“The Kota product is unique in that it saves both time and 
money on a project – each profile is factory finished and requires 
a simple installation of fix, fill and finish.
“The UK and Irish markets have responded well to this addition 
to our expanding range and we look forward to developing the 
offering and continuing to provide more and more choice for the 
market.”
The application of advanced Eastman Cerfis technology to create 
interior profiles with a smooth, silky, ready-painted finish is 
unique to Kota. The coating technology allows Kota products to 
be as tough as they are elegant, according to the company.
The spokesperson added: “With Kota, the installer improves 
procedural efficiencies significantly, reducing time and cost with 
a perfect finish every time. There is no need to paint Kota; once 
the skirting and architrave is on, that’s it, the job is done. The 

durable and colour-consistent range comprises factory-finished 
profiles, door linings and stops, available within just five days of 
order, with bespoke items quoted individually upon application.”
The addition of Kota to W. Howard Group’s existing range of 
198 core items provides the builders merchant market with a 
significantly-enhanced, impact-resistance profile that traditional 
fully-finished products cannot offer, according to the company.

The Kota brand is now available 
from W. Howard Group.
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Internal doors:
interior design’s forgotten 

child – until now!
Considered until recently as the poor relation to the new wall covering, 

flooring or furniture choice, and often overlooked by home owners and interior 
designers alike, the signs are that the Irish consumer is awakening to the impact 

the internal door can have on a renovation, according to B&G Home Brand. 

Unlike our US and European counterparts, we haven’t 
always given the internal door its credit in the overall look 
and feel of a room, thinking of it as functional, rather than 
decorative. But that appears to be changing.
A door is a statement of style; it is the first thing you see as you 
walk in to every room of your house and a fantastic way to show 
your taste and character. While exterior doors might have the 
greatest influence on how the property appears to outsiders, it’s 
the ones on the inside that you’ll spend the most time looking at. 
After many years of recurring demand for the staple Irish 
traditional and Shaker styles, new purchase patterns are 
rejuvenating the sector. Broadly, we are grouping these into three 
distinct trends as below:
• white – the shift to white in the contemporary and classic 

styles;
• bright – the move to glazed interior doors to brighten your 

living spaces; and,
• highlight – the choice to make your doors a deliberate 

feature of any setting. 

White is the new black
The classic door styles, e.g., four and six panel and Shaker doors 
normally created in natural wooden finishes, are now being 
sought after in white. White blends well with any colour in the 
home décor palette, and, in a similar vein, if the consumer is not 
requesting white itself, there is a move towards white-primed 
doors which can be customised to a colour of the customer’s 
choice. The white trend is easily complemented by the door 
architraves and skirting and, with the re-emergence of wainscot, 
the writing may be on the wall for walnut and darker woods, for 
a while at least.

Brighten – reclaim the light at the end of your hallway
Glazed folding doors are a statement in fashion. 
Functionally, they open-up garden and entertaining 
spaces much better than their ‘sliding’ relatives. From 
a design perspective, they transform the atmosphere 
of a room single-handedly. Often, they become the 
conversation piece. With the local market set to remain 
firmly focused on ‘renovate rather than move’, for home 
owners the folding door helps them breathe new life into 
old spaces on a very manageable budget.
2017 is also seeing an uptake in internal glazed doors 
– as they provide a natural and cost-effective means of 
dispersing light throughout a household, while creating 
the impression of a larger space. The Irish preferred 
classic ranges such as Shaker are now being rejuvenated 
with contemporary glazed versions to allow the 
consumer to transform one or two rooms at a time and 
still retain the overall original styling look throughout their 
home. 

Make interior doors a talking point
New builds and high-end renovations, in both domestic 
and commercial settings, require the most modern 
building materials and finishes. At this end of the interior 
door market, the specification is trending towards a place 
where technological enhancement meets natural wood.
One such range is B&G’s Portfolio collection which covers a 
range of natural veneers coloured to suit the main decorative 
tones in the interiors market. Some of these designs are 
described as bold, fashion-focused, and even exotic!  
The door to rejuvenation has just opened a little further! 

Paint & Home Décor
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HAI Innovation Awards

RD1 was chosen from an extensive 
range of building materials already 
successfully sold in other European 
markets to launch the Botament brand 
at The Hardware Show 2017.  

A spokesperson for Botament commented: 
“RD1 is a true innovation, a world first. 
Like all great innovations, its simplicity is its 
strong point. One product can now do the 
work of many waterproofing products and 
offers the advantage of speed and ease of 
application.”
With the reliability expected from a 
premium German manufacturer,
Botament says that RD1 meets a wide 

range of demands from the professional 
waterproofing project to the DIYer tackling 
the smallest repair job. 

Fast and easy-to-use
The spokesperson continued: “By 
simplifying the processing steps, RD1 
enables the DIY enthusiast to take on 
waterproofing jobs formally the realm of 
specialist contractors.In designing the 
product, the emphasis was on creating a 
fast and easy-to-use material. 
“Unique features such as UV resistance 
and excellent bond to most surfaces 
encountered on a building site, have greatly 

widened the areas where RD1 can be 
used. Due to its smooth texture, it can be 
applied as easily to vertical or horizontal 
surfaces by brush or trowel.”
The drying process is unique, turning to 
dark green to indicate when fully dry. After 
drying, it can suffice as the final coat. 
However, you can paint over it, plaster onto 
to it or fix tiles to it if desired, according to 
Botament.
RD1 comes in three sizes to suit the scale 
of the job from the convenient 2.5kg, to 
10kg or 30kg. Botament says that RD1 is 
the first in a line of building products to be  
rolled out by the brand in the near future.

The winner in the Build category in the HAI 
Innovation Awards at this year’s Hardware Show 

was Botament for its product, RD1 Universal.

“A world first” 
RD1 Universal 
waterproofing
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Market Intelligence

HAI has published its wage rate surveys for retailers and merchants, and for suppliers.

Almost 50% of merchants 
plan to hire this year 
Retailers/merchants
The retailers and merchants’ survey was completed by 51 members. 
Of the respondents, the Rest of Leinster accounts for the largest 
percentage of participants at 29%. In all, 31% of respondents have 
approximate turnover of €1m to €2.5m. 57% of respondents say 

their business wages account for less than 15% of turnover. In 
terms of job opportunities, 47% of businesses plan to hire full-time 
employees in 2017. Dublin has the highest rate of pay in the country 
in all categories with the exception of Department Managers, in 
which Munster leads. Looking at wages, 38% of employers intend to 
increase wages this year, a decrease of 8% from 2016.

Retailers / Merchants

Number of full-time employees

Average salaries

Nationwide Dublin Rest of Leinster Munster Connacht/Ulster

€000 pa €000 pa €000 pa €000 pa €000 pa

General Manager 44-47 44-47  44-47  44-47 41-44

Department Manager 33-36 33-36 33-36 36-39 33-36

Senior Sales Assistant (3+ years experience) 26-29 29-32 26-29 26-29  26-29 

Entry-Level Sales Assistant (0-3 years experience) 21-24 21-24 18-21 21-24  18-21

Account & Credit Control 28-31 31-34 28-31 28-31 25-28

Administration 24-27 27-30 24-27  24-27 21-24

Yard Staff 24-27 24-27 24-27  24-27 21-24

Driver 24-27 30-33 24-27 24-27 21-24

0.00% 10.00% 20.00% 30.00%
2016 2017

100+ pax

51-100 pax

21-50 pax

11-20 pax

6-10 pax

1-5 pax

Do you intend to hire this year? Do you intend to increase wages this year?

Yes No
2017 2016

0.00%0.00%

10.00%10.00%

20.00%20.00%

30.00%30.00%

40.00%40.00%

50.00%50.00%

60.00%60.00%

70.00%70.00%

80.00%80.00%

2017 2016
Yes - full time Yes - part time No
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Suppliers

Do you intend to hire this year?

Average salaries

Do you intend to increase wages this year?

Nationwide Dublin Rest of Leinster Munster Connacht/Ulster

€000 pa €000 pa €000 pa €000 pa €000 pa

Senior Management 80-100 80-100 80-100 80-100 80-100

Middle Management 50-65 50-65 50-65 50-65 50-65

Buyer 46-50 46-50 43-45 46-50 37-40

Senior Field Sales Representative 45-48 45-48 48-50 48-50 45-48

Entry-level Field Sales Representative 32-35 35-38 35-38 32-35 29-32

Administrative 26-29 27-30 30-33 27-30 24-27 

General Operatives 27-30 24-27 27-30 27-30 27-30

Driver 30-33 27-30 30-33 27-30 27-30

Number of full-time employees

100+ pax

10.00%0.00% 20.00% 30.00% 40.00% 50.00%

2016 2017

51-100 pax

21-50 pax

11-20 pax

6-10 pax

1-5 pax

2017
NoYes

2016
0.00%

20.00%

40.00%

60.00%

80.00%

2017
Yes - full time Yes - part time No

2016

80.00%

60.00%

40.00%

20.00%

0.00%

Suppliers
The suppliers’ survey was completed by 31 members. 
Dublin respondents account for the largest percentage 
of participants at 45%. In total, 45% of respondents 
say their business wages account for <15% of turnover. 

Job prospects in the sector look promising with 81% of 
respondents saying they intend to hire full-time staff in 2017, 
an 11% increase from 2016, while, on the wage front, 19% 
of respondents intend to increase wages this year, an 8% 
decrease from 2016.
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In the April/May edition of The Hardware Journal, we looked 
at disruption in a bricks and mortar capacity in the form of 
Aussie import Bunnings. This time, all the wonders of Star 
Trek and Buck Rodgers in the 25th Century are coming to life 
in the form of technological advances from Amazon. They 
boast they have the ‘Earth’s biggest selection’ of product. 
Combined with Echo, a hands-free speaker controlled with 
your voice and Alexa its voice-recognition technology, 
Amazon claims that never shopping in-store again could be 
a reality for many consumers.

Beware the 
behemoth!

HAI Chief Executive Annemarie Harte was recently invited to a 
BHETA (British Home Enhancement Trade Association) Forum 

in Coventry where Amazon representatives presented on how to 
become a supplier through their service. She took away one 

over-riding message – beware the behemoth Amazon! 

Table 1.  Retail Ecommerce Sales Worldwide 2015 – 2020
trillions, % change and % of total retail sales

 Retail ecommerce sales  % Change   % of total retail sale

 

          2015                                 2016          2017                                2018                               2019                          2020

$1.548

7.4%

$1.915

8.7%

$2.352

10.0%

$2.860

11.5%

$3.418

13.0%

$4.058

14.6%

25.5% 23.7% 22.9% 21.6% 19.5% 18.7%

Note: includes products or services ordered using the internet via any device, regardless of the method of payment or fulfillment; excludes travel and event tickets.
Source: eMarketer, Aug 2016

www.                      .com

The ecommerce giant’s Amazon Echo and Echo Dot devices will claim 
a 70.6% share of the US market this year, according to US research 
firm eMarketer. You can tell Alexa to play music, order an Uber or turn 
on the house lights. ‘She’ is ready to receive, understand, process 
and reply in seconds in response to any request. The eMarketer 
report (see below) underscores Amazon’s progress in making Alexa 
and its speech-recognition technology an integral part of customers’ 
lives. More users means more data that can improve Alexa’s 
understanding and could make it a top platform for voice, in the way 
that  Windows became the top platform for desktop.
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Amazon Flywheel of Growth.
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Growth

Prime time
Amazon Prime is at the core of Amazon’s customer offer and 
growth has been central to the success of Amazon since its 
inception. When Jeff Bezos set up the company in his garage in 
1994 he put growth at the heart of his strategy (see graphic of 
Amazon flywheel of growth).
Amazon Prime offers unlimited, one-day delivery on millions of 
items and same-day delivery in select areas. Subscribers can 
watch unlimited movies and TV shows with Prime instant video, 

unlimited music streaming with Prime Music (> 1 million songs), 
unlimited photo storage and over 500,000 ebooks. Together with 
Amazon Fresh – food and groceries delivery; Amazon restaurants 
– restaurant food delivered and Amazon Tickets – pre-sale access 
and premium seating options at live events…you might consider 
early retirement. Although Prime hasn’t hit these shores yet, 
it’s only a matter of time, as Amazon complete their fourth data 
centre on the Airton Road in Tallaght, Co. Dublin.
Though worldwide retail ecommerce growth slows, Amazon’s 
growth continues to accelerate (see Table 2.)

Table 2. Amazon’s growth is outpacing overall ecommerce sales growth and retail growth.

2016

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%    

22%

 

14%

 
4%

 

 Amazon Q4 2016 Ecommerce Retail
 YoY growth sales growth growth

READY FOR THE NEXT 
PHASE IN ECOMMERCE?
HAI recently ran an ecommerce workshop with 
Jeff Sheridan from Matrix Internet. Jeff explained 
how to design your ecommerce platform to 
convert viewers into customers, with outcomes to 
inspire you with new ideas and insights into how 
customers think and buy online. The workshop will 
give you the knowledge and skills to understand, 
research, appraise and consider ecommerce for your 
organisation. 

Garret Michael from Topline Archers attended the 
course and commented.“ The workshop was very 
interesting. It’s opening up new avenues to us that 
we mightn’t have thought about too much, Jeff is 
very well informed and clued in and has definitely 
given us a few good pointers that we wouldn’t have 
thought of.”

If you would like to find out more information about 
the next course Jeff will be doing, contact Aoife on 01 
298 0969 or aoife@hardwareassociation.ie

Chart 1.  Factors Affecting Purchase Decision are taken from an Amazon Core Customer Study, 
November 2010. Features marked in shades of blue are in the control of the vendor and the 

ones marked in off-yellow are in the control of the customer.

4%
5%

34%

15%
22%

20%

 Product detail 

 Additional images

 Reviews

 Price

 Brand

 Colours

How to succeed on Amazon (or how to succeed online!)

1. Selection
2. Efficient Operations          80% Sales
3. High Quality Content
4. Marketing
5. Value through Innovation 20% Sales
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Good times ahead
Without doubt, the Irish economy has turned a corner and 
business is on the up. Most economic indicators are positive 
and there is a general sense of optimism among the SME 
sector again. However, the recovery may not be impacting 
every business yet, whether due to location, the varying pace of 
recovery in different regions, or more specific issues impacting 
your business.
A business can only benefit from an upswing if it’s in a position 
to do so. If your business has survived into 2017, then, clearly, 
you are a resilient trader, but financial constraints may remain 
limiting your return to growth. These could be short-term and 

seasonal, or more inherent long-term debt issues. The common 
denominator for dealing with these is your bank.
As in any relationship, communication is key. The three rules for 
addressing financial difficulties are communicate, communicate, 
communicate! Various consumer and business protection codes 
have been introduced or dusted down since the economic 
downturn but these are simply rules of engagement to be 
followed by the lenders. They are process-driven compliance tools 
used by the bank to fill up your in-tray. They will not fix any financial 
issues you may be having. Don’t bury your head in the sand.

Financial issues
Most SME’s experiencing financial difficulties tend to fall into one 
of the following categories:
• working capital or cashflow issues;
• distressed, long-term debt or balance sheet issues.

The hardware industry is a seasonal business and can be 
materially affected, for example, by serious storms or a protracted 
spell of good weather. As such, every hardware business needs 
access to cashflow support. In some cases, historical cash 
reserves can see you through the year. However, as a result of a 
few tight years some SMEs need outside help. 
Talk to your bank about overdrafts or invoice discounting. Or, 
perhaps you should seek a seasonal repayment plan on any 
existing debts. Cashflow issues should not hinder growth.
If, on the other hand, your business is suffering from an 
overleveraged balance sheet, then you need to formulate a longer 
term plan. Professional advisers are recommended in this case. 
All banks (including vulture funds) are now well-used to coming up 
with solutions to distressed debt situations – be it restructuring or, 
indeed, refinancing to another institution. 
You need to determine what is a reasonable level of sustainable 
debt and meet your bank to discuss same. The bank has various 
options open to it to deal with an SME with a view to ensuring a 
continuance of trade; including extending the term, debt parking or 
indeed debt write-off.

Ger Blake, FCCA, is a Director at DSB with over 23 years’ 
experience specialising in business advisory and corporate 
turnaround. He has worked with many SME clients in the 
retail and hardware sectors.

Ger Blake, Director, DSB explains why it’s 
important to communicate with your bank.

It’s good to talk
…even to your banker!

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT
1 Ensure your submission to a Bank is in writing 

and is comprehensive. Don’t assume they know 
or understand your business. Include financial 
statements and trading projections.

2 If the first answer is ‘no’ then appeal it internally 
in the bank. If still ‘no’ appeal it to the Credit 
Review Office. It does work!

3 Personal debt issues should not impede your 
business getting access to credit. Take advice 
prior to making submissions but, if a business 
can meet the bank’s lending criteria, it should be 
assessed independently of a business owner.

4 A number of alternative funders have recently 
entered the credit market. These new lenders 
provide everything from leasing to invoice 
discounting to commercial property loans. So 
look around and don’t assume the pillar banks 
are your only options.

5 Communicate regularly with your relationship 
manager, even if it’s only to tell them how well 
you are doing. 

Ger Blake, Director, DSB
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Mark McArdle, Group Sales Director, Intact Software, outlines 
the benefits that mobile working can bring to your business.

Business Support

How mobile are your staff?

The portability of mobile business apps 
means you can use your device around 
your store, warehouse or on the go. IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

When you consider that companies who facilitate mobile 
working gain an extra 240 hours of work per year from their 
employees (IPASS), it’s something that can’t be ignored. 
Smartphones, tablets, laptops and connected devices are all 
playing their part in this mobile revolution, which is changing 
business as we know it. According to Digital Strategy 
Consulting, 60% of employees now use mobile apps (rather 
than mobile websites) for work-related activity. There are a 
number of reasons for this. Firstly, they are quick to load and 
use, which means instant access to information and quicker 
response times when being used. Many business-related 
apps can also be optimised for specific tasks or end-user 
requirements. Plus, they are very reliable and can often work 
both on and offline.

While some businesses have fully embraced mobile technology 
for their employees, others have barely given enterprise mobility 
a thought. This year, however, enterprise mobility will become 
increasingly important to those wishing to stay in the game. Some 
of the benefits that can be derived from a more mobile workforce 
include…

Empowered employees
Today, enterprise mobility is enabling staff to be ‘always on’ 
as they meet with clients, sit at the airport and travel across 
the country. It can help sales reps take orders on the road, 
delivery teams process orders and account managers or senior 
management keep up to date with key company relationships and 
metrics. Giving your employees the tools to do their work from 
anywhere at any time allows them to make their workday their 
own. Beyond simply choosing the location from where they work, 
you give them the freedom as to how they work. This often leads 
to a culture of constantly looking for ways to work smarter and 
manage time more efficiently. 

Improve productivity
Enterprise mobility empowers individual employees to be more 
productive. It enables them to securely carry out critical business 

functions at the times and places that are convenient to them. 
According to a survey carried out by Apperian (2016), improved 
business processes and increased productivity were the primary 
benefits of enterprise mobility cited by respondents. The portability 
of mobile business apps means you can use your device around 
your store, warehouse or on the go. With critical information 
delivered and read in real-time, your customer-facing staff are 
therefore more self-sufficient and reduce calls back to the office. 
This ultimately leads to better engagement and enablement. 

A low-cost, high-adoption solution
Providing users with access to your business system via their 
own mobile device can be a low-cost, yet very effective, solution 
for your business. Most staff are already familiar with the use 
of mobile phones and related apps so adoption should be high. 
For the most part, you avoid the ‘breaking-in’ period in favour of 
enabling employees to use their preferred devices, which can 
make them much happier as a result.

Stay ahead of the competition
Not many companies are currently enabling the effective use of 
mobile devices in their workplace but they can be a great point of 
differentiation from your competitors. With increased competition, 
innovative enterprise mobility solutions are important for managing 
operations and staying ahead. As more businesses appreciate 
this, developers will continue pushing to create business software 
with a mobile-first attitude. As a business owner, it is time to 
challenge your software provider to provide your business with 
an enterprise mobility solution aligned to your business needs. 
This will subsequently lead to more effective decision-making, 
improved productivity and empowered employees. Your team will 
deal with customers more efficiently and will be afforded more 
time to focus on driving sales. 

Intact Software provides an ebook that offers more details on 
enterprise mobility. Entitled Enterprise Mobility: Use the power of 
mobile to increase efficiency, drive sales & stay in control, copies 
can be obtained by emailing info@intactsoftware.com.
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The fourth quarter figures also show that of the total 
permissions for dwelling units granted in the fourth quarter 
of 2016, 3,245 were houses and 1,084 were apartments (2,754 
houses and 1,263 apartments in 2015). This shows an increase 
of 17.8% in the number of houses, but a decrease in the number 
of apartment units of 14.2% on the same period in 2015. 

Total floor area planned in Q4 2016 was 1,325,000m². Of this, 
52% was for new dwellings, 34% for other new constructions 
and 14% for extensions. The total floor area planned decreased 
by 9.7% in comparison with the same quarter in 2015 
(1,468,000m² in Q4 2015). 

In the fourth quarter of 2016, planning permissions were granted for 4,329 dwelling 
units, compared with 4,017 units for the same period in 2015, an increase of 7.8%. 

Dwelling units approved 
up 7.8% in Q4, 2016

Table 1. Planning Permissions

Table 2. Analysis of Dwellings

Table 3: Dwellings By Region (Floor Area Planned ‘000m²)

In the period Jan-Dec 2016, a total of 5,586,000m² of floor area planned was granted permission 
representing an overall increase of 14.9% on the same period last year. New Dwellings experienced 
the largest growth, at 20.4%. 

In the total year of 2016, the average floor area of a one-off house experienced a slight decrease of 1% 
when compared to 2015. Scheme houses showed a 6% decrease. The average floor area of an apartment is 
also down, by 5%, at 90m². A one-off house has an average floor area of 241m² and a scheme house has 
an average floor area of 135m². Of the total floor area planned for new houses and apartments in 2016, 
one-off houses accounted for 41%, multi-development houses 44.8%, and apartments 14.2%. The number of 
permissions granted on one-off houses is up 17.8% on last year. 

There has been an increase in floor area planned in all regions in 2016, the highest being in the West and Mid East. 

Full Year (Jan - Dec 2016)
Multi-Development Houses

2014 2015 2016 % 
Change

No. of Permissions 239 329 439 +33.4%

No. of Units 3,530 6,658 8,251 +23.9%

Floor Area (‘000M2) 505 957 1,112 +16.2%

Average Floor Area M2 143 144 135 -6.2%

One-Off Houses 

No. of Permissions 3,096 3,592 4,230 +17.8%

No. of Units 3,096 3,592 4,230 +17.8%

Floor Area (‘000M2) 758 872 1,017 +16.6%

Average Floor Area M2 245 243 241 -1%

Apartments

No. of Permissions 246 326 425 +30.4%

No. of Units 785 2,794 3,894 +39.4%

Floor Area (‘000M2) 69 266 351 +32%

Average Floor Area M2 88 95 90 -5.1%

Source: CSO

Region ‘000m2 Jan-Dec
2014

Jan-Dec
2015

Jan-Dec
2016

+ % 

Dublin 417 862 867 1%

Border 134 197 214 9%

Mid East 178 279 413 48%

Midlands 56 97 124 28%

Mid West 95 115 149 30%

South East 141 169 214 27%

South West 208 292 381 30%

West 138 136 222 63%

Total Dwellings 1,367 2,147 2,584 20% 

Source: CSO

‘000m2 Full Year (Jan - Dec 2016) + - %
Change

2013 2014 2015 2016

New Construction

   New Dwelling 1,304 1,366 2,147 2,585 +20.4%

   Other New 1,306 1,064 1,819 2,061 +13.3%

Total New 2,610 2,430 3,966 4,646 +17.1%

Extensions 727 754 895 940 +5%

Total Permissions 3,337 3,184 4,861 5,586 +14.9%

Source: CSO

Chart 1: House Type By Quarter (No. Of Units)

Permissions by House Type by Quarter
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As a requirement of the new PSA Locksmith Standard PSA 
55:2016, it is necessary to have a certification body carry out 
an audit to ensure that the requirements of the standard are 
being met.

This article aims to shine light on the audit itself so that you are 
more certain of what it entails and what the auditor will be looking 
for (see panel). Be assured that while the auditors will be thorough, 
their objective is to ensure compliance they are not there to look 
for issues. If you read through the standard clause by clause you 
will have given yourself a good start in the preparation process.

Half-day audit
The audit consists of a half-day audit to check that all clauses of 
the standard are being met. The auditor will conduct the audit at 
your premises (this will be the address that you include on the 
license that the PSA issue to you) and go through each clause of 
the standard.
If the auditor finds any areas of the standard that are not being 
met (i.e., no insurance in place) then they will fill out a feedback 
report that will outline exactly what the issue is and where it 
relates to in the standard so that you have a clear idea of what the 
problem is. It is up to yourself to determine how to fix the issue 
but you are given four weeks to submit. 
From my experience in carrying out audits the best prepared 
clients and the audits that have gone the smoothest are the ones 
where the clients simply go through the standard and organise 
their paperwork around the checklist.
A copy of the PSA 55:2016 standard and related PSA auditing 
guidelines are available on the PSA website.

EQA(IRL) Ltd is one of the certification bodies approved by the 
PSA to carry out the audits to PSA 55:2016. They have been 
carrying out certification audits for the PSA since 2006 and 
currently cover all standards that the PSA enforce. 

Andrew Daly, compliance manager, EQA 
(Ireland) Ltd, outlines what’s involved in the 
audit for the PSA 55 Locksmith Standard.

Introduction to 
audit for PSA 
55 Locksmith 

Standard 

KEY AREAS OF STANDARD 
CHECKED BY THE AUDITOR
Ownership – Company registration documents, 
name of directors, statement of director’s interest in 
other PSA licensed operations.

Finance – Tax clearance, loans, cashflow statement.

Insurance – Vehicle insurance, public liability 
insurance, employer liability (not required if no 
employees), consequential loss of keys, professional 
indemnity.

Premises – Make sure that the premises is 
appropriate for the job; that files are stored securely; 
that an alarm system is in place for the premises; and 
that it is monitored.

Quotations – Any contracts or quotations made with 
clients must have your information clearly stated on 
the paperwork and all prices must be clearly outlined.

Training – Ensure proper training records are kept for 
employees and yourself, in particular, any training 
that is relevant to locksmiths.

Operations – This category covers overall record-
keeping in respect of work assignments for 
locksmiths. Whatever documentation you have 
provided to the client for a job, it should show a 
concise description of the job to be done, the cost 
of the job and the agreement between you and 
the client.

Andrew Daly, compliance manager, 
EQA(Ireland) Ltd.

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
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Profits are essential for a business to survive. But, in a tough 
economic environment, they are not quite as essential as 
cash. Even the most profitable business sometimes fails due 
to lack of cashflow. If the business is not being paid, then it 
could have serious issues with its own cashflows, many of 
which could be due to non-payment for products or services 
supplied. This is why it is so important for companies to 
ensure that they are paid on time.

There is often an emotional issue for credit controllers or company 
owners when it comes to securing payment. For example, the 
customer has bought her/his building materials from the same 
hardware store for the past 10 years, becoming a key customer 
and you’re afraid of offending a good customer. However, there is 
no point in losing the business for fear of losing a customer. 

A fine line
It’s a fine line but no matter how good a client is or has been, 
accounts have to be paid. They are no longer good clients if they’re 
not paying anymore or have become slow payers.
This is where a company like LCMS can become a key ingredient, 
working alongside a client’s credit control team in order to get 
payments in quickly. This can be done in a professional manner, 
without upsetting and annoying any of the client’s customers.
Credit management and debt solution service companies 
specialise in getting payments in quickly. This is achieved through 
mediation and takes the onus completely off the client. It is ideal 
for all companies that deal in giving credit. It will take the pressure 
off in-house credit controllers who may not have the time to be 
chasing debtors. 
So often, company owners and office staff get bogged down 
in many other areas of the business and credit control can 

be neglected. The key to getting paid is following up on calls. 
Telephone calls have a range of potential outcomes. The customer 
can promise payment.  More often than not, these promised calls 
will need a second or third call to ensure payment is made. 

Immediate attention
Another possibility is that customers don’t answer telephone calls 
or return messages. These accounts need immediate attention 
and need to be closely monitored as they are likely to be the 
accounts that turn into slow payers, or worse, bad debt. 
Having a good credit control team is essential for ensuring 
payments on accounts, and having a good external credit 
management service company to deal with non-payers is equally 
as important to prevent an account becoming a bad debt. 
The clearance of existing overdue accounts and maintenance 
of all accounts within your agreed credit terms is a must for any 
credit control team and should take priority above anything else 
to ensure cashflow within your company. Thereafter, if it becomes 
necessary, the involvement of a third party, who you can trust and 
work alongside, is highly effective in ensuring that slow and non-
payers are dealt with in a professional manner.

Paddy Nolan, Managing Director, LCMS Ltd, explains why it 
can be useful to outsource elements of credit control.

How outsourcing 
can help with 
credit control Paddy Nolan, Managing Director, LCMS Ltd.

“There is no point in losing the business 
for fear of losing a customer.”

HAI members are offered an initial free one-to-one 
consultation and a 50% discount on the standard 
registration fee. Contact Jim on 01 298 0969 or  
jim@hardwareassociation.ie for more information.
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The Irish taxation system is based on a self-assessment 
system. It is the responsibility of the taxpayer to calculate 
their tax liability and to ensure tax returns contains a true and 
complete disclosure of all relevant facts. Equally, Revenue 
has a responsibility to verify the accuracies of tax returns. 
Revenue’s approach to audits has become more focused as a 
result of analytic technology used to collate and analyse data 
from a wide range of sources. 

Revenue still undertakes some random audits, however, the 
majority of cases are selected based on results from the 
analytic technology. For example, a VAT enquiry resulting from 
the omission of the EU sales/acquisitions data on the VAT 
return where Revenue has information from other EU Revenue 
authorities that the taxpayer is selling/purchasing goods in the EU.
Revenue’s advancement in technology and analytic tools enables 
it to make more focused enquiries and in future taxpayers can 
expect more enquiries into their tax returns. 

Revenue interventions
The interventions from Revenue will normally fall into the following 
categories:

Aspect/Assurance checks
This type of enquiry usually seeks to clarify a particular expense 
or transaction. For example, a request to submit supporting 
documentation for a VAT claim or a reconciliation of the wages and 
salaries as disclosed in the corporation tax or income tax return 
to the P35 return. This type of enquiry is normally undertaken by 
way of correspondence, but can be accelerated to a Revenue 
audit where the taxpayer doesn’t engage with Revenue. If an 
error is discovered as a result of the enquiry, the taxpayer has 
the option of making an unprompted disclosure to Revenue. 
Such a disclosure should attract the lowest tax penalty and avoid 
publication for the taxpayer.

Revenue Audit
The taxpayer will receive a letter advising that they have been 
selected for a Revenue audit. The letter will make reference to 
the taxhead(s) and the year(s) that will be subject of the audit. 
Taxpayers normally get 21 days’ notice to prepare for the audit, 
however where Revenue perceive there may be an abnormal risk 
involved, they may arrive at the business premises unannounced 
and commence a review of the business records. Prior to the 
commencement audit, a taxpayer who has discovered errors 
as part of the audit preparation has the opportunity of making a 
prompted qualifying disclosure which attracts a minimum penalty 

of 10%. Once the audit commences, the taxpayer will be exposed 
to penalties from 15% to 100% depending on how the audit 
progresses. Statutory interest is applied on any taxes underpaid. 
The Revenue Code of Practice, which is available from the 
Revenue website, details the options available to the taxpayer on 
penalty mitigation.

Revenue audit notice – what to do next?

The key steps are:
• Review the proposed date and acknowledge the receipt of the 

letter. If the date is not suitable, you need to contact the auditor 
to see if an alternative date can be agreed. 

• If the taxpayer intends to make a disclosure in advance of the 
audit, they may seek a time extension of 60 days which must 
be agreed in advance with Revenue. 

• In preparing for the audit, all supporting and linking documents 
for the periods and taxheads under audit should be reviewed. 
Where technical issues arise, seek professional advice from 
your taxation adviser. 

• Where Revenue have indicated that the audit will be carried out 
using e-auditing techniques, consult your IT team to make sure 
that data can be extracted from the accounting systems. 

• If errors are discovered as part of the review process, 
consideration should be given to making a prompted disclosure 
with a view to penalty mitigation and to avoid publication. 

• Where the audit settlement exceeds €35,000 inclusive of tax, 
interest and penalties or the penalties applied are in excess of 
15%, the taxpayer together with the details of the settlement 
will be published on the tax defaulters list, which is reproduced 
in the national papers on a quarterly basis. Publication does not 
apply where the taxpayer makes an unprompted or prompted 
qualifying disclosure in respect of the underpaid taxes. 

Conclusion
In light of the available analytic tools now being employed by 
Revenue in reviewing taxpayers’ returns, it is fundamental that 
taxpayers ensure the accuracy of their tax returns when filing 
them with Revenue.
In the event of a Revenue audit, please consult your accountant/ 
tax adviser for assistance and guidance. 

Caroline McGrath is a Tax Director at Byrne Casey & 
Associates. She specialises in advising corporate and 
private clients on all aspect of taxation including corporate 
restructures, succession planning and Revenue Audits.

Caroline McGrath on Revenue audits and 
how best to deal with an audit.

Revenue audit 
– how to avoid the pitfalls

Caroline McGrath, tax director 
at Byrne Casey & Associates.
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Depending on where your customers are in their purchase 
cycle, they exhibit different behaviours. Google calls these 
micro-moments. They’re the moments when you turn to a 
device, often your smartphone, to take action on whatever 
you need or want right now. They’re the I-want-to-know, 
I-want-to-go, I-want-to-buy, and I-want-to-do moments 
that are loaded with intent, context and immediacy. Let’s 
look at the I-want-to-go moments.
You should care about these I-want-to-go moments because 
‘near me’ search interest in Ireland has doubled in the last year, 
indicating growing interest in local businesses. Being present 
when such local intent-driven searches are made can not only 
influence consideration, but also close the purchase cycle 
swiftly. To bring this insight to practice, there are three main 
things to remember.

1. Be found locally 
Globally, 90% of retail sales still take place in store. According to a 
Deloitte study in 2015, within the home furniture and improvement 
industry, 44% of retail sales are influenced by digital, making 
the role of digital marketing crucial in influencing overall sales for 
retailers. Google My Business (GMB) is a good starting point. It’s 
a free tool that lets you manage how your local business appears 
across Google products, like Maps and Search. 
Sign up, claim and verify your business on GMB as verified 
businesses on Google are twice as likely to be considered 
reputable by users. It also helps customers discover the products 
and services you provide, allows them to easily contact you, 
while also being able to find your location or store opening times. 
With growing changes in customer behaviour, and an increasing 
number of touchpoints available to a customer, Click and 
Collect is gaining popularity too and bridges the gap between a 
customer’s online search and your physical location.
You can use paid ads to target users with such local intent 
and drive them to your nearest store through Location 
Extensions. Showing how far your store is and the availability 
of the product searched-for is now possible through Local 
Inventory Ads on Google Shopping. This information can help 
a potential customer make a more informed decision with 
ease and speed.

2. Provide the most useful information  
relevant to that user

In all, 61% of smartphone users say they’re more likely to 
buy from companies whose mobile sites or apps customise 
information to their location. Proximity matters to these 
consumers, and winning the I-want-to-go moments drives 
real results for your bottom line and brand. In total, 71% of 
smartphone users say they’ve used a store locator to find a shop 
location near them. Be aware of your customer’s location and 
take advantage of the built-in GPS capabilities of smartphones by 
providing driving directions and showing customers stores near 
them where a product is in stock. Providing the most relevant 
information to that user can increase the probability of a sale; one 
in three smartphone users has purchased from a brand other than 
the one they intended to because of information provided in the 
moment they needed it.

3. Connect the dots
While digital drives local store visits, many retailers still measure 
the performance of their online visibility only through online sales 
and revenue. Understanding all the touchpoints that a customer 
used before walking into your store and making that purchase 
should form the foundation of your growth strategy. You don’t have 
mobile customers and desktop customers. You don’t have digital 
customers and store customers. You just have customers, across 
screens and channels. 
Micro-moments have fragmented the consumer journey 
more than ever before. Digital consumers are now exposed to 
customised information, and they react favourably when they’re 
provided with all the relevant information they need to make the 
purchase decision. With this change, businesses with an offline 
presence should look at digital as a core channel for driving store 
footfall and converting local intent into store revenue.

Jeff Harte and Prerna Gupta work at Google as Sales 
Account Managers for Home & Garden advertisers. 

For any members that have questions or comments for Google, 
they have kindly set up a dedicated email address for Hardware 
Association Ireland: hai-questions@google.com

Digital delivers
local intent

In this article, Jeff Harte and Prerna Gupta cover ‘I-want-to-go’ 
moments – those moments when people are looking for a local 
business or are considering buying a product at a local store. 

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
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However, a notable gap exists between the percentage of 
consumers who want more eco-friendly products (26%) and 
those who say they purchased them (10%). In that same year, 
66% of consumers said they were willing to pay more for 
sustainable brands—up from 55% in 2014 and 50% in 2013. 

In the same report, a survey of 30,000 consumers across 60 
countries found that environmental friendliness and corporate 
social responsibility are key purchasing drivers – 45% of those 
surveyed said they are more likely to buy if “the product is from a 
company known for being environmentally friendly”, and 43% are 
more likely to buy from a company known for its commitment to 
social value. 
Consumers are starting to consider sustainable practices a basic 
cost of entry, rather than a market differentiator, with energy 
saving and reducing their carbon footprint emerging concerns. This 
is forcing businesses to change how they design their products 
and communicate their brand with sustainability in mind, and with 
a focus on offering ‘social value’ to the market. 
In Ireland, a number of companies are working hard to expand 
the range of environmentally friendly and sustainable products 
available on the market.

Over 70 years’ experience
Luceco Plc brings with it over 70 years’ experience as it increases 
its presence in the electrical market in Ireland with established 
brands BG Electrical, Masterplug, Ross and Luceco LED Lighting. 
Having successfully floated the company in 2016 to become 
Luceco PLC, a 34% share price increase has allowed considerable 
investment into the company’s product range.
Luceco LED Lighting says it is thriving in the competitive, 
fast-paced environment of the LED market, leveraging its 
manufacturing expertise by developing new high-quality products 
to support the evolution of lighting and its use in our homes and 
buildings. The Irish market opportunities in both the residential and 

commercial building markets, coupled with Luceco’s extensive 
lighting portfolio and in-house lighting design service, make it a key 
partner in lighting solutions.
Luceco has introduced the FType range of Integrated LED fire 
rated downlights, delivering, it says, the market’s first 100 lumens 
per watt, fire-rated residential downlight range. Luceco’s focus on 
fast-fit solutions, functionality and maximum energy-saving make 
FType perfect for both new build and retrofit applications, the 
company states.
According to a spokesperson: “Comparing FType to competitor 
equivalents, the impressive light output of the FType 6W version 
outperforms other 8-10W downlight fittings in the market, giving 
you up to 25% energy saving and delivering an impressive 600lm 
light output. This makes the FType the most efficient and unrivalled 
residential LED fire rated downlight range on the market.” 

Natural paint vs conventional paints
Distributed by MacCann & Byrne, Auro has, for three decades, 
been using predominantly organic and mineral raw materials to 
manufacture a wide range of paint and related products. According 
to MacCann & Byrne, Auro is a pioneer in the field of ecological 
research and development of high-profile, marketable paint 

A 2015 Nielsen global report on new product innovation revealed 
that consumers want more new products on the market that are 
affordable, healthy, convenient and environmentally friendly. 

Consumers want 
products that are 
eco-friendly and 
affordable

Luceco has introduced the FType range of integrated LED fire rated downlights.
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materials. Auro manufactures paints, oils, waxes, cleaning, care 
and maintenance products with the highest possible degree of 
consistency. Auro’s philosophy is based on “gentle chemistry”, 
which means the natural paints are made with ingredients that 
are minimally processed and are also abundantly available such as 
organic linseed.
“We now spend on average 80% of our time indoors where we 
inhale unseen fumes from synthetic products. These are now the 
prime suspects in the rise of unexplained allergies, ME, asthma, 
eczema and the list goes on. Therefore, it is important to use 
wall paints of the highest quality that constitute no substantial 
source of pollution of the indoor air. In this respect, the so-called 
volatile organic compounds (VOC) play an important role. Nearly 
the complete Auro product range fulfils the requirements of the 
French VOC regulation and receives the top grades, A or A+,” a 
spokesperson said.
In order to define a uniform health-related evaluation of emissions 
from building products for construction and renovation, the 
German AgBB set up an evaluation scheme. Auro products from 
every field of application were tested according to the AgBB 
scheme and are particularly recommendable for indoor use. Since 
2007, Auro is annually certified as a CO2-free company by the 
Climate Neutral Group.
MacCann & Byrne has also been supplying UPM ProFi composite 
decking to the Irish market for approximately 24 months. UPM 
decking was first launched in 2007 and is both PEFC and CE 
certified and in addition it has won several international awards. 
UPM ProFi Wood Plastic Composite (WPC) is the first industrial 

scale solution for self-adhesive label waste. According to MacCann 
& Byrne, the innovative production process utilises cellulose fibres 
and plastic polymers that are surplus by-products in self-adhesive 
label manufacture and processing. 
UPM ProFi Deck’s lignin-free fibres enable richer colours which, 
whilst gently lightening over time, never suffer from the ‘wood 
greying’ effect that dulls many WPC boards. The ProFi deck has an 
engineered hollow structure with strength properties gained by 
combining high impact grade polypropylene with cellulose fibres. 
UPM composite decking is both recycled and recyclable, further 
benefits include superior stain resistance, ultra-durable core, high 
impact strength, and good friction in both wet/dry conditions. 
MacCann & Byrne supplies UPM ProFi Deck in a range of four 
colours, Autumn Brown, Chestnut Brown, Stone Grey and Silver 
Green. 
In addition, MacCann & Byrne notes that UPM ProFi is a non-
toxic and carbon light product. Each square metre of UPM 
ProFi Deck contains at least 10kg of recycled materials. A 
spokesperson adds: “All raw materials are non-toxic and harmless 
to the environment. No PVC is used. UPM ProFi products are 
sustainably manufactured and packaging is kept to a minimum.”

The Auro philosophy is based on “gentle chemistry”,  i.e., paints made with 
ingredients that are minimally processed and abundantly available.
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The Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government 
also plans to spend €5.5billion on social and affordable 
housing to deliver up to 47,000 new units by 2021. 

Commercial developments also remain tentatively strong with an 
office boom and over €1billion worth of schemes planned in the 
Dublin Docklands. Overall, the vibrant commercial sector expects 
to have 300,000 square metres of office space nearing completion 
in 2017, while the sector has experienced an increase of 41% in 
projects commencing construction in 2016 compared to 2015. 
In preparing to meet these demands, the need for skilled workers 
in the construction sector continues to grow, with forecasts of 
9,900 employments in trade roles including roofing and roof tiling/
slating by 2020, an increase of 5,000 from 2015. The Construction 
Industry Federation has stated it is committed to attracting 
back the diaspora of skilled workers who dispersed during the 
recession. 
While housing supply will remain a key challenge for the 
sector and Government in 2017, outputs are demonstrating a 
strengthening trend in the housing sector for the remainder of the 
year, offering key opportunities for continued growth in the roofing 
sector. 

The roofer’s best kept secret
Everbuild, a Sika company, says the its Aquaseal Liquid Roof is a 
new, one-component, easy-to-use, all-weather roofing system, 
‘ideal for waterproofing flat and pitched roofs’.
Creating a solid, waterproof membrane which covers the entire 
area without any seams, Liquid Roof is applied in two coats 
straight from the tin and has a moisture-triggered curing system 
to allow fast curing. Liquid Roof is completely rain resistant after 
just 10 minutes, according to Everbuild, and will even cure if a 
pool of water forms on top of it, perfect for the unpredictable Irish 
weather.
According to an Everbuild spokesperson, it is suitable for use on a 
variety of substrates including concrete, mortar, brick and stone, 
Liquid Roof can be used on new roofs as well as refurbishing old. 
It is available in slate grey or black in 7kg and 21kg tins. 

Tegral launches timber battens 
As part of its ‘Raising the Standards of Roofing’ initiative, Tegral 
has announced it will shortly be adding a range of technically 
engineered timber battens and top-standard breather membranes 
to its roofing components range.

In total, the constructrion of 2,175 residential units commenced in the 

two month period January to February 2017. The figures represent a 

marginal decrease of -2.9% (-65 units) on the total number of units 

commenced during the same period in 2016.   However, the rolling 

12-month figure shows an increase of +27.4% in terms of overall 

commencements for the 12-month period to the end of February 2017. 

Outlook brightens 
for roofing

Liquid Roof is applied in two coats straight from the tin.
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These high-quality battens are 
the first fully pre-graded batten 
available to the roofing industry. 
Technically engineered, these 
battens surpass the requirements 
of Irish Code of Practice 2. A Tegral 
spokesperson commented: “Their 
distinctive red colour also makes 
them highly visible on site, cleary 
demonstrating that high-quality 
battens have been used when 
it comes to inspection. JB Red 
battens are machine-graded using 
a modern high-speed camera and 
laser scanning process to ensure 
maximum reliability.”
Tegral Ventex vapour-permeable 
underlay is a high-performance, 
breathable roof membrane for 
use in a range of pitched roof 
constructions. The spokesperson 
added: “It comes packed full of 
features and benefits designed to 
promote consistent installation to 
the Irish standard. Tegral Ventex 
provides an effective wind barrier 
with unrestricted usage across all 
Irish wind zones. Manufactured 
using a multi-layer bonding process 
of polypropylene laminates, it is 
ultra-strong, durable and easy to 
install. It is suitable for both warm 
and cold roof applications.”
These latest additions to its 
product and service offering, along 
with its other recent innovations 
including the launch of Thrutone 
Endurance, ‘Ireland’s strongest 
slate’, Tegral Slater’s Tubs and the 
Tegral Roofing Academy, are part 
of the company’s continuous 
dedication to raising the standards 
of roofing in Ireland.

JB Red battens are machine-graded using a modern high 
speed camera and laser scanning process.
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Classified Ads

Advertisements (text plus logo) can be emailed to: hardware@ifpmedia.com  
and be prepaid, at least two weeks prior to publication.

INVEST in Credit Insurance 
with Ireland’s leading independent 

specialist broker

FREE Risk Assessment of your
debtor book for all HAI members

www.CreditRiskBrokers.com   info@creditriskbrokers.com
Dublin: + 353 1 491 6007   Belfast: + 44 (0)28 9026 0635

Don't let bad debts 
threaten your business!

CRB Ad Template 55x100mm.indd   2 10/11/2016   11:42:18

Guaranteed Irish 
Manufacturers
since 1971

u	 Draught Excluder Products
u	 Tile and Bath Seal
u	 Floor Trims
u	 Step Nosings
u	 Plastic and Aluminium Angles
u	 Conduits and Pipes

We can Save you 25% So Why Deprive Yourself
Phone 8470095       Fax 8484896

Email: hycraft@eircom.net

The Official Magazine of Hardware Association Ireland

May/June 2017

Enhanced advertising opportunity for your business
The Hardware Journal Classified Ads

Offering exceptional 
value in two new 
advertising sizes:

THIS SIZE AD
50mm (h) x 55mm (w)
€1,050 for six editions
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Smart spaces
Rooms available for hire at HAI HQ

If you need an easily-accessible meeting space on the way 
into or out of Dublin, HAI can offer you convenient and well-
appointed rooms suitable for a range of requirements, from 

one-to-one to group facilities for up to 16 people.

Facilities

Support
When you visit us take the 

opportunity to learn more about 
HAI. To book either of the spaces, or 
for further information, contact HAI 

at info@hardwareassociation.ie  
or call 01 298 0969.

Location
On the city-bound side of the N7, 

more commonly known as the Naas 
Road, less than 1km across the border 
from Kildare. On the site of Johnston 
Logistics facing onto the Naas Road. 
See the map for our exact location.

Junction  5    N7 

From Naas 

From Dublin 

Directions to HAI Head Office 

A boardroom/ training meeting space for up to 16 people in a T-shape or 
in classroom style, with air-conditioning. A 62” state of the art screen is 

available with mini-Intel PC so you don’t have to connect a lap top. If you 
have a presentation or other documentation you want to place on the 

screen, all you need is a memory stick.

€75 morning (9am to 1pm) or afternoon 
(1pm to 5pm) and €130 full day – HAI members.

€100 morning or afternoon and 
€175 full day – non-members.

 A six-person meeting space with tea/coffee/water 
facilities available. Ideal for a one-to-one meeting 
on the way into or out of Dublin. Alternatively, if 

you just need a pit- stop for refreshments, you are 
welcome to drop in as this space is available to 

HAI members free of charge.

FREE to HAI members
€50 morning or afternoon 

and €100 full day – non-members

Wireless internet access is available in both spaces as well as plenty of sockets, natural daylight and blinds. 
Lunch is available, if requested in advance (24 hours’ notice) and starts at €4 per person for sandwiches.








